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hamaor
5775 has been a busy year for the Federation; a year of growth

and change. It has now been nearly nine months since I joined
the Head Office team as Communications and Projects Manager,
and it has been truly exciting to witness the revitalisation of an
organisation that is such a strong part of British Jewish history
and that has so much to offer the Jewish community today.

Wishing you a kesiva v’chasima tova.
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Please continue to give us your feedback on what you would like
to see in future editions of Hamaor

020 89 585 585

Message from the CEO

From Dayan Lichtenstein’s hard-hitting feature, to Dayan Elzas’
fascinating halachic insights, there is much food for thought.

Finally, we have another exciting article from former CEO Dr Eli
Kienwald, who this time takes us on a whirlwind tour of Jewish
Morocco.

7 The Promenade, T:
Edgwarebury Lane E: sales@natjacobs.co.uk
W: natjacobs.co.uk
Edgware HA8 7JZ
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12 The Alex Clare Enigma

A few months ago, I was also privileged to interview well-known
singer Alex Clare, who has strong connections to the Federation,
to find out about his Jewish journey as well as his musical march
to fame.
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Message from the President

While we will be spending a great deal of time in shul over
the coming weeks, I hope you will find time to enjoy reading
Hamaor - this edition is packed full of interesting, informative
and entertaining articles.

Food also features in gastronomic form with delicious recipes from
Jenny’s Cakes, and a delectable interview with Daniella and Ariel
Kamara, who make mouth-watering raw chocolate goodies under
KF supervision.
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Rainham & Edmonton Cemeteries

Visiting Times For Elul 5775 & Tishri 5776
The cemeteries are open from 9.00am

Zelmanovits

Please note the cemeteries close early on Fris and Erev Yom Tov
and remain closed all day on Shabbos and Yom Tov

Noson Kahler

Tel: 020 8202 3903
Fax: 020 8203 0610
Out of hours answerphone:
020 8202 3903
CEMETERIES
Montagu Road,
Edmonton N18 2NF
Tel: 020 8807 2268 416
Upminster Road North,
Rainham, Essex RM13 9SB
Tel: 01708 552825
During the winter months both cemeteries are
open daily, except Shabbos and Yom Tov, from
9am until dusk. During British Summer Time
gates are open until 5pm and during the month
of Ellul until 6pm

The cemeteries will remain open each day from 9am until the following times
Sun 16th Aug - Fri 11th Sep 2015
until 6.00pm (Fris - until 3.00pm)
Sun 13th Sep - Erev Rosh Hashono
until 3.00pm
Wed 16th Sep - Monday 21th Sep
until 5.30pm
(Except Fri 18th Sep - until 3.00pm)
Tuesday 22nd Sep Erev Yom Kippur
until 2.30pm
Thurs 24th Sep
until 5.00pm

Fri 25th Sep
until 3.00pm
Sun 27th Sep Erev Succos
until 3.00pm
Wed 30th Sep - Fri 2nd October
Chol Hamoed
until 3.00pm
Sun 4th Oct Hosha’ana Rabbo
until 2.00pm

Visitors are kindly requested to arrive no later than 30 minutes before the gates close
Visitors are advised to check the closing times of cemeteries during
the rest of the year by calling the office numbers listed below or online:
www.federationofsynagogues.com/ burial-society/
Rainham 01708 552 825 | Edmonton 020 8807 2268

Designed and printed by Kwirkee Ltd | info@kwirkee.co.uk
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LETTER FROM THE FEDERATION PRESIDENT >>
Andrew Cohen

The history of the Federation is closely aligned
with its Burial Society. The need to provide
such facilities for the growing numbers of
new immigrants in the late 19th century was
very much part of the driving force behind the
establishment of the organisation.
Indeed, Professor Geoffrey Alderman, in his book on

We also hope to introduce a new platform that will

the history of the Federation, records the earliest elements of the

transition cemetery management away from the current system,

establishment of the Burial Society. In January 1889, Samuel

which is 15 years old, to a new cloud-based platform. This will

Montagu, who later became Lord Swaythling and was the founder

make it easier to manage the grounds of all three cemeteries and

of the Federation, announced that he had acquired for nearly

will allow for up-to-date information sharing between Head Office

£1,000, two acres of land from the Western Synagogue cemetery

Burial Society and the individual cemeteries. It will also bring

at Edmonton “in the name and for the use of the Federation,” and

with it state-of-the-art physical mapping of the cemetery layouts,

that he had reserved within this new burial ground a double plot

making it easier to manage the grounds and allow people to look

for himself and his wife. A committee was elected to draw up a
scheme of administration and for membership of the Burial Society
to be available to members of all Federation shuls at a subscription
of one-and-a-half pence per family per week.

On 24 January 1896, Montagu informed the Federation that
he had decided to gift to the Burial Society a further three acres
of land at Edmonton. By 1912 the Federation Burial Society had
nearly 5,000 male members (representing perhaps four or five
times that number of persons), belonging to some fifty shuls.

By the late 1930s, with the pressure for increased burial
provision resulting from its greatly increased membership, the
Federation acquired a site of some 160 acres at Rainham, Essex,
which was consecrated on 20 February 1938 by Dayan Dr A
Feldman, Rabbi Dr Kirzner and Rabbi A Singer.

While this land is currently more than sufficient provision
to fulfil all of the Burial Society’s needs for generations to come,
in recent times, with the migration of the population to North
West London, the desire from members for a ‘local’ Beis Hachaim
has now been satisfied with our purchase of our new site in

up and obtain maps with locations of their departed loved ones.
There will be further options for us to put in self-service kiosks
on the grounds themselves, to enable people to look up locations
there, as well as online and via phones.

We would like to thank genealogist and IT expert Yitzchok
Katz who kindly volunteered his time and expertise to format the
Burial Society information into a searchable database. He liaised
on the Federation’s behalf with the Jewish Genealogical Society of
Great Britain (JGSGB) to have the database hosted on their website
(http://www.jgsgb.org.uk/edmonton-and-rainham-cemeteryrecords). People looking for the grave of a family member can click
on the first two letters of the surname and then have the option of
searching for the precise surname or checking different variations
of the spelling until they find the correct record. They can access
information on the person’s date of death, and plot, row/grave.

Currently the Edmonton data goes back to 1920, however
we are working on incorporating data between 1890 and 1920 and
this should be complete in the next few weeks. Rainham data is

Edgwarebury Lane. We expect that after planning considerations

now a complete set.

and ground works have been completed, it will come into use,

Cemeteries may not be the most exciting of venues to visit

should it be required, during the course of next year.

but they are a significant and emotional place to those whose loved

Having completed this acquisition, the Trustees have

ones rest there. It is a primary responsibility of the Trustees to

since focused their attention on carrying out a comprehensive

ensure that this vital service is performing to the expectations of

review of the practical elements of the Burial Society, its operations

its members and former members.

and structure.

My fellow Trustees, Dov, Jacky, Leon, Adam, Menachem and

We have been assessing alternate pricing structures that

Moshe join me in wishing all Federation members and their

would be considered more rational, and their actuarial impact.

families a kesiva v’chasima tovah.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO >> Avi Lazarus

Pesach’s message is redemption and rebirth;
Shavuos is when we received the Torah;
Yom Kippur ‘does what it says on the tin’
– it is our day of achieving atonement;
Succos reminds us of the joy of Hashem’s
protection. What is Rosh Hashanah’s focus?

Although it is only described in the Torah as ‘Yom Teruah’

property, including a significant strip of land behind the shul’s

(a day of Teruah sounds) or ‘Zichron Teruah’ (a remembrance of

current premises in Theobold Street. Established by the Federation

Teruah sounds), we know from our Sages that Rosh Hashanah is

in 1999, this vibrant community has grown rapidly – first with

a day laden with historical significance and immense power. As

Rabbi Dovid Tugendhaft and for the last ten years under the

its name implies, Rosh Hashanah is the first day of the year and in

inspired leadership of Rabbi Raphy Garson. Its expansion had

fact it is the ‘birthday’ of mankind. Hashem ‘remembered’ Sarah –

seemingly reached a ceiling at approximately 100 families, with

enabling her to conceive Isaac – on Rosh Hashanah. The Akeidah

the shul simply bursting at the seams and unable to provide

(the binding of Isaac) 39 years later - which the shofar recalls - also

the required multiple services for children. Hopefully, B’Ezras

took place on Rosh Hashanah and symbolises our willingness to

Hashem, over the next few years, the kehillah will be able to

sacrifice for Hashem. All these are causes for celebration.

develop this new acquisition into a shul capable of accommodating

Also known as ‘Yom Hadin’, Rosh Hashanah is the day

up to 250 families while providing manifold facilities.

on which we are judged for all our involvements in the previous
year. Will the Creator of the World extend our lease for another
year? We tremble in fear, semi-paralysed by the awesomeness of
it all. And yet we wear white clothes, reflecting our confidence
in Hashem’s promise that the Jewish People will always survive.
Rosh Hashanah contains confusing and seemingly conflicting
messages, which stir mixed emotions and challenge our ability
to comprehend.

I have now completed a year working for the Federation.
Thank G-d it has been a busy 12 months with plenty of highlights
as well as many humbling and sobering experiences for good
measure. They included a hectic few days in July which provided
closure for several noteworthy Federation milestones.

On Wednesday 15th July the sale of the iconic Fieldgate
Street Great Synagogue in the East End was completed. I have
never before cleared the home of a deceased person, let alone an
extinct Jewish community no longer alive, and the experience was
unforgettable. Reverend Baruch Smus had served as a Chazan in
the East End for more than 50 years, most of them in Fieldgate
Street. A few days before the final goodbye, we were met at the shul
by Reverend Smus’s son Mr Shimson Smus and his grandson, the
well-known photographer Mr Shuli Smus. We observed Mr Smus
Senior sitting in ‘his’ chair, reminiscing about his barmitzvah and
aufruf that had taken place in the shul many decades ago. We
looked on as he stared for long periods at the bimah where his
father had ‘offered up’ fervent prayers on behalf of his kehillah.

On Sunday 19th July the stone-setting of Michael Goldman z’l,
one of the Federation’s greatest servants, took place at Edmonton
Cemetery. Ten months previously, my first engagement outside of
the office had been a shivah call to his wife Channah. Little did I
know then that I would hear the answer “Michael Goldman would
have known” to so many questions that I have since asked. Even
though I never merited meeting him, I feel his loss.
in Edgware originally founded by Seed - voted to join the
Federation, following their acceptance at the Council meeting a
atmosphere of growth, rooted in the life’s odyssey of its pioneering
members and the inspirational leadership of its Rav, Rabbi Dovid
Roberts. We look forward to helping and further facilitating that
growth, both spiritually and physically.

The Federation’s foundations laid by Michael Goldman
and the members of Fieldgate Street will, G-d willing, be built
upon by our kehillah’s later generations in Edgware and Elstree.
And, may I suggest, that this too is one of Rosh Hashanah’s central
messages – past, present and future. We are judged on our actions;
on whether we have realised, or, G-d forbid, squandered our
potential and if so to what extent. On an individual level we are
limited by the cycle of life, however as a collective and over time,
we take the memories with us and move on, because that is the
way Hashem has designed the world.

Am Yisrael Chai.

Friday 17th July was the day that Elstree’s Ohr Yisrael had

May it be Hashem’s will for us all to be inscribed in this year’s

long awaited as the Federation gained title to a superbly situated

Book of Life.
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few weeks earlier. Netzach brings to the Federation family a unique

These were special reminisces of what is sadly no more.
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a cry for

Later that same day, Kehillas Netzach Yisroel - a community

Dealing with Abuse in the Jewish Community
Dayan Y Y Lichtenstein
ROSH BEIS DIN
Rosh Hashanah 5776 / September 2015
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A Cry for Help

NOSEIN EITZA HOGENES - giving proper advice, which is a Torah
value derived from the prohibition to give bad advice.

KOL YISRAEL AREIVIM ZE LO’ZE
There is no question about it. The Jewish community has finally begun to recognise that
child abuse exists in our community and while its prevalence is still unknown, it is likely
far greater than previously thought. The abusers, who have included prominent members
of our community, are slowly beginning to be exposed. As hard as it is for us to accept
this reality, there is no more running away from it. Or is there?
The press in its usual inimitable fashion keep on uncovering
scandal after scandal of child abuse in the Orthodox Jewish
community. Invariably there is an element of cover up. Yet while
we are quick to condemn such behaviour this has yet not triggered
the understanding that as a community we are failing if we don’t
do anything to help the victims. What is the root of this failure?

Firstly, we are blinded by our shame, which prevents us
from accepting that even in our society, which claims to have a
higher moral code than the general society, there are deviants in
disguise. This is further supported by our ignorance of how longlasting and deep is the damage done to the victims of abuse. Lastly,
we harbour a distorted Jewish form of ‘omerta’, which is often
called by its Hebrew name of ‘mesira’ (informing civil authorities).
None of this has any validity. It is true that our mission in life is
to be a ‘light unto the nations’ but this is an ongoing process which
we must strive towards, not a fixed given. Sadly, every society

“Our obligation is to support the victims,
to offer a lifeline of acceptance to them
and to let them know we care”
including ours has its rotten apples. What is especially galling are
those abusers who pretend to be religious and who use their status
and position of authority to cloak their activities under a mantle
of holiness and helpfulness.
This hypocrisy only serves to give these abusers a status of ‘rodef’,
a pursuer who is trying to kill or maim someone else. The Taz (a
commentator on the Shulchan Aruch) says in Yoreh Deah 157.8
that a Jew who counterfeits money is considered a rodef because
he puts all his fellow Jews in danger. In the same vein, a Jewish
abuser who pretends to be Orthodox makes all Orthodox Jews
suspect. In contrast to the view that by admitting such activities
exist in our society, and by exposure of such individuals, we are
creating a slur on Judaism, a chilul Hashem, it is incumbent upon
us to expose and publicise these villains. By doing so we bring a
Kiddush Hashem, a sanctification of G-d’s Name, by showing that

8
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we will not tolerate abusers and they are not the Orthodox Jews
they pretend to be.

Secondly, our naïve belief that there is no serious damage
to the victims, and therefore why make such a tumult, could not
be further from the truth. Victims of abuse can suffer for decades
after the event and the damage can be so deep that only with
longterm intensive therapy can they be healed and sometimes
not even then. Ask the therapists who deal with these victims how
damaging the abuse can be. It is simply infantile to dismiss the
seriousness of abuse.
Finally, this misconceived idea that according to Halacha
one may not inform the authorities of the behaviour of an abuser is
a distortion of that Halacha. It is not only permitted to inform the
authorities, it is obligatory to report these abusers. Allowing these
dangerous predators to roam freely throughout the community
puts every child in danger. It is sheer foolishness to think that these
issues can be handled quietly within the community. Abuse is a
crime, the abuser is a criminal, and the only remedy is to remove
them from society until it is possible that they can be healed. We
do not have the facility to do so within the community. Therefore
the only recourse is through the civil authorities.
But our obligation to the victims is more than just locking up
the abusers; it is also to support the victims, to offer a lifeline of
support and acceptance to them and to let them know we care.
Some progress has made in this area. One example is the recent
initiative by Rabbi Shimon Winegarten of Golders Green with the
establishment of his organisation Shema Koli, a helpline run by
religious, trained counsellors and therapists, designed to assist
Orthodox Jewish victims of abuse. Often victims may misguidedly
feel that they share some of the blame, that they are no longer
accepted or worthy of being a part of the community. They may feel
distanced from or even excluded from the community. Shema Koli
extends a welcoming hand and a listening ear as well as practical
advice to combat this.

This type of assistance embodies some of the finest

All Jews are responsible for each other. The word ‘areivim’
actually means guarantor and so every Jew acts as a guarantor for
his fellow Jew. The Torah is particularly concerned with the most
vulnerable members of society. There is an extra commandment
not to oppress the widow and the orphan because they feel
downtrodden. Rambam points out that even a wealthy widow is
included in this prohibition because she feels alone. They must
be treated specially and looked after.
However they are not the only vulnerable members of society.
It is in the very nature of abuse cases, especially in the Orthodox
world, that the victims are frightened to report abuse. This is true
in general society but even more so in our community because it
is so close-knit and victims are often fearful of being stigmatised
as a ‘moser’, an informer, or if they are single that it will ruin their
chances for a good shidduch and they may carry a burden of guilt!
A helpline provides an answer to this problem. Victims find a
sympathetic ear to talk to and are guided as to how to proceed
if necessary. This prevents them from locking up their feelings.
This is our society’s recipe for dealing with abuse in a totally
unthreatening manner. It is our way of saying to the victim - “We
feel responsible for you and will assist you in your time of need.
You are not alone.”

NOSEI B’OL IM CHAVERO

give bad advice to someone who comes to see you, is included
a positive imperative to give good advice. Similarly, the Shaarei
Teshuva and the Chinuch instruct the advisor to advise someone
properly and correctly.
In addition to being a listening ear, a helpline can advise its
callers about all types of help that are available to them, and thus
fulfil the Rambam’s instructions admirably.

“We must encourage the victims to
report the abuse despite the inherent
pain and exposure”
As is crucial for any helpline like this, Shema Koli has the
guidance of experienced qualified Rabbonim in the field who can
give proper halachic guidance, together with the professional
supervision of experienced mental health practitioners. It can also
call on the legal support of experienced lawyers where necessary.
It is also crucial for the entire community to stand behind and
support these initiatives.
Helplines such as Shema Koli constitute a concrete first step

The second Torah value that a helpline puts into practice is
sharing the burden of your friend.

for our community to begin to deal with the abuse in its midst.

Being alone is a terrible thing and being alone when you are a
victim of abuse is even more terrible. Chazal tell us that to be a
Torah-true Jew one has to develop the character trait of sharing
your friend’s burden. Very often your friend may have a problem
and while there is nothing tangible you can to do help, there is one
thing you can do - you can listen. Just by listening to someone’s
pain, by making them feel you understand what they are going
through, they know they have your sympathy and they feel you
are sharing their burden. This alleviates the agony immeasurably
and that is why Chazal praised this Torah value of chesed - loving
kindness of the highest order. You’re not giving your money but
you’re giving something even more precious - yourself.

train as mental health practitioners including psychotherapists,

We must provide a listening ear, which is often the beginning
of a process but undoubtedly the most important step. Listen to
my voice means - listen to my pain. There is someone out there
who I can talk to, who will share my burden.

discourage them from running away and hiding, no matter what

Jewish values.

NOSEIN EITZA HOGENES

KOL YISRAEL AREIVIM ZE LO’ZE - all Jews are responsible for one
another

Thirdly, a helpline facilitates and advises concrete help;
psychological, emotional, moral and legal guidance - in other
words, eitza hogenes, proper advice.

NOSEI B’OL IM CHAVERO - sharing the burden of your fellow Jew

The Rambam writes in Chapter 12 of Hilchos Rotzeiach and
Shmiras Nofesh that included in the prohibition to intentionally

Rosh Hashanah 5776 / September 2015

The next step is for the community to encourage frum people to
psychologists and psychiatrists, to address the mental health
needs of the community in particular of those suffering from
abuse and trauma. A further essential step in the prevention of
abuse will be for the community to support the introduction of
child protection training for teachers, parents and children in our
Orthodox schools.
And lastly we must encourage the victims to report the abuse
despite the inherent pain and exposure for them when doing
so. We must support them in grappling with these issues and
standing the abuser has had or still has in the community.
If we wish to truly be a light among the nations we must make it
clear to abusers and those who have been abused that we will not
tolerate it in our community. We will stand up for and protect those
who have been abused - no-one has the right to get away
with abuse without facing up to the consequences.

HAMAOR
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ADVERTORIAL

בס''ד

Shema Koli - a confidential Helpline for women and men in
the community who have experienced or been affected by
abuse. Abuse of any kind. To yourself or others, children or
young people. Now or in the past.

GIVING A

VOICE
ABUSE
TO VICTIMS OF

Shema Koli is run by trained, sensitive
and experienced professionals.

Shema Koli Hours

You do not have to give your name
and your call cannot be traced.

*Male helpline operators

You will find a listening ear and you
will be treated with respect and dignity.

Giving a voice to victims of abuse

Why is Shema Koli needed?
Shema Koli means “Hear My Voice” – that’s what
we do. The Shema Koli Helpline exists to help those
many silent and silenced victims of abuse in the
Jewish Community tell their story - men, women
and young adults - often for the first time, possibly
years since the abuse took place.

How do we work?
We offer a sensitive, confidential and professional
service which validates, helps, supports and listens
to those who have experienced or been affected
by any form of abuse, whether now or in the past.
Importantly people can remain anonymous so that
their fear of exposure and shame is minimised.
Some calls are once-off; but since speaking is often
so painful, people are encouraged to call us back
and may do so over a period of time.

What do we do?
•

LISTENING calls are taken by professionally
trained operators who are skilled in listening to
victims of abuse

•

SUPPORT we show sensitivity to our callers and
validate their experience, recognising it may be
years since the abuse first took place

•

ADVICE we give guidance about next steps,
including face-to-face work, checking on their
safety, exploring them talking to others and,
where appropriate, helping them to consider
next steps such as reporting

SUNDAY 6pm-8.30pm*

3pm-5.30pm
TUESDAY 11am-1.30pm
THURSDAY 11am-1.30pm
MONDAY

020 3670 1818
www.shemakolihelpline.org

LISTENING • SUPPORT • ADVICE • REFERRAL

Giving a voice to victims of abuse

•

ONWARD REFERRAL we signpost our callers to
a range of other specialist agencies, helplines,
Rabbis and counselling.

Why is Shema Koli unique?
It’s the first ever abuse helpline designed with
the Orthodox Jewish community in mind, while
being open to all. It is run by trained therapists (not

volunteers) from within the Orthodox community
who understand the religious/cultural context. It is
supported by a Rabbinic Board (Vaad HaRabbanim)
who provide Halachic guidance. We have links to
designated contacts in police, social services and
the voluntary sector and a range of therapeutic and
NHS services.

Who calls us?
Our callers include victims, young and older men
and women, their parents, siblings and spouses and
other relatives; we get calls from teachers, rabbis
and professionals who are looking for advice.

Where do our calls come from?
Most callers ring from London (North & North West),
Manchester, Gateshead, and some from other parts
of the UK and Mainland Europe

What kind of abuse have they
experienced?
All forms of abuse inevitably include emotional
abuse - cruelty, denigration, blame, harsh criticism
- all of which lead to fear and guilt. Our callers may
have experienced sexual abuse, physical abuse,
children may have suffered neglect, and spouses
report domestic abuse and violence. Others may
call us with mental health disorders and trauma
which relate to their abuse.

How do we do?
In almost 100% of calls, we get positive feedback
about the callers’ sense of relief; as one caller said:

“I am enormously grateful; you
have really helped me and I feel
so much better; you are what your
name is, Shema Koli, you heard
my voice.”

SHEMA KOLI HELPLINE 020

3670 1818

Initiated and supported by leading Rabbonim.
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The Alex
Clare
Enigma
articLe PhotoS: ShuLi SmuS PhotoGraPhY

An in-depth interview with Nishmas
Yisroel’s most famous congregant

hurricanehank / ShutterStock.com

It’s not every top-ten charting, Brit-award nominated,
international singer-songwriter who appears on stage at his
concerts with his tzitzis strings dangling unashamedly down the
sides of his trousers. And it’s not every top-ten charting, Britaward nominated, international singer-songwriter who delivers
a shiur at his shul every Shabbos morning (when he’s not on tour
in the USA or Europe that is). But then, not every top-ten charting,
Brit-award nominated, international singer-songwriter is Alex
Clare, simultaneous star of the global music-scene and devoted
Talmid of numerous Rabbonim.

It wasn’t always thus. Clare, whose single ‘Too Close’ reached
number four in the UK charts in 2011, started his music career
along a trajectory not dissimilar to many others who have seen
success in the industry. Born in Bromley, South London, he grew
up listening to his father’s jazz records, learnt to play the trumpet,
drums and guitar as a child, and by the time he was in his midteens was performing publicly in clubs and bars around Camden,
where he moved when he finished school. Eventually, when he
was in his early 20s, one of his recordings was picked by the music
company Island Records, who signed him up to their label and
released his first album in 2011.
Things could have continued progressing along this natural path,
with a gruelling cycle of concert performances, promotional events
and public appearances leading to more singles, more albums,
and growing fame. But at the same time as his music career was
blossoming into success, he was leading something of a double
life, with burgeoning interests in another area just beginning to
bear fruit as well. Alex Clare had ‘got religion’.
“I’ve always been contemplative, a bit of an all-or-nothing
person,” explains Clare, musing on the two seemingly divergent
paths that collided in his life at such a crucial juncture. “It seems
to me that there are a lot of parallels between music and religiosity.
Musicians need to be able to tap into their emotions, they tend to
be sensitive and introspective - ‘penimiusdig’ if you like. So I’d say
that I’ve always had a bit of an interest in religion.”

That interest led Clare, at the age of 21, to begin observing
Shabbos and keeping kosher, while building connections with
various Rabbis both in the UK and Israel. A short stint living on a
houseboat on the River Lea in Clapton, just a stone’s throw from
the Chassidic community in Stamford Hill (and not far from the
old Clapton Federation), threw the contrasts in his lifestyle into
sharper relief.
“I’d be hosting my Chassidic friends and then shortly afterwards
my contacts from the music world would show up for a party,” he
recalls, laughing. “It made for some interesting social parallels!”
It was at about this time when Clare first met Nishmas Yisroel’s
Rabbi Dovid Tugendhaft, with whom he enjoys a close relationship
and counts as one of his guiding mentors. Indeed it is at the
Federation’s Nishmas that Alex gives his weekly shiur.

“A friend had directed me to Nishmas for a minyan, telling
me I would really like the davening. I stopped to ask someone for
directions and it turned out he was also going there so I enjoyed
a schmooze with him along the way. It was only on arrival that I
realised he was actually the Rabbi!”
Clare’s decision to commit fully to a frum lifestyle however,
meant the incongruities between his private and professional paths
could no longer be ignored.
“When you work in the music business, nearly all the promotional
television work is done on a Friday night,” Clare explains. “I was
turning down concerts and TV appearances; my record label got
fed up with me and I was fired, my contract terminated.”
Recounting this story, there is not an ounce of bitterness in
Clare’s voice - and that’s not just because of the glittering career
opportunities that have opened up for him since. It’s clear he not
only understood the company’s decision at the time, but accepted
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Alex Clare

it wholeheartedly as part of the Divine plan in place for him. He
had made a decision that his Yiddishkeit came first, regardless of
the consequences, and he was going to stick with it because he
knew it was the truth.

“Look, of course it was difficult, I can’t pretend it wasn’t,”
he says. “But you have to see the wood for the trees. I believe
that Hashem sends people challenges and you have to learn to
view them as such. I felt at the time that it was a gate opening up,
a channel for many positive things to happen in my life. Rabbi
Tugendhaft said to me at the time that I would see tremendous
siyata dishmaya (Divine help) as a result - and I have.”
With the encouragement of Rabbi Tugendhaft as well as his
other mentors, who include Rav Moshe Weinberger of Woodmere,
NY, Clare had decided to use his new period of unemployment for
growth, and had headed off for a sabbatical in yeshiva. But only
weeks later, Rabbi Tugendhaft’s assurances were realised in what
Alex refers to as ‘a little kiss from Heaven”. His song ‘Too Close’
was picked up by Microsoft to use as background music for their
Internet Explorer 9 advertising campaign. But the music quickly
eclipsed the product it was advertising, with people purchasing it
in droves. Suddenly, Alex Clare found he was back in business. He
signed a contract with a new record label and released his second
album in 2014. He hasn’t looked back since.

His newfound fame means that these days Clare has
enough clout to be able to set the parameters for his performing
and is able to safeguard his lifestyle while on the road. Now
married with a two-year-old daughter, he agrees that the music
world is not exactly ‘conducive to a normative religious lifestyle’,
but he and his wife seem to be able to make it work.
“I spend about 50 percent of my time away from home,” he
explains, “but I’ve been very lucky in that I was there for my
daughter’s first words and her first steps. It’s not the same, but
there is Skype and Facetime and modern technology makes it easy
to keep in touch.”
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Living on the road is not easy of course, and Clare has put many
boundaries in place to ensure that his strictly Orthodox lifestyle
is not compromised in any way.
He explains that he only attends award ceremonies if he’s
actually been nominated to win something. He never goes to
parties, and he carries a suitcase of seforim with him whenever
he’s on tour.
“My tour manager calls it my ‘wheeliegogue’” he laughs.
As for keeping kosher, he shrugs off any suggestion that it must
be difficult on occasion.
“There is no excuse these days,” he opines. “It’s so easy. Kosher
food is everywhere, it’s not a problem to get hold of. I used to take
my own set of pots and pans with me but I don’t find it necessary
anymore because I can always buy things to eat.”
What is crucial, he claims, is a big roll of aluminium foil, which
he uses to line surfaces or turn into utensils to heat up his food in.
Even more crucially of course, is the support of the team he
works with. His non-Jewish band members are respectful and
understanding, as are most of the people he comes across.

A friend had directed me to Nishmas for a
minyan, telling me I would really like the
davening. I stopped to ask someone for
directions and it turned out he was also
going there so I enjoyed a schmooze with
him along the way. It was only on arrival
that I realised he was actually the Rabbi.

In addition to continuing to promote his most recent
single, Alex is now working on what he describes as a ‘vanity’
project, an album of Chassidic niggunim (tunes) which he hopes
to release in a few months’ time. Chassidus is clearly something
he holds dear - his Shabbos morning shiur at Nishmas is often
centred around Chassidic writings, and he is very drawn to both
Breslov and Chabad, which is the community his wife grew up in.
When talking to him, one can’t help but wonder what sort
of toll this double life, which he himself describes as “literally
sakonos nefoshos (danger for the soul) on a daily basis” is taking
on him. But he sees himself not so much as an ambassador for the
Jewish community than as someone who is simply channelling
his relationship with G-d through the medium in which he feels
most comfortable expressing himself. He also relishes the chance
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Alex Clare

from Jenny’s Cakes

to get to know ‘some amazing people,’ including his musical hero,
American record producer Rick Rubin - when the two met recently,
Clare took the opportunity to persuade Rubin to don tefillin for
the first time since his barmitzvah.
Crucially, one gets a very strong sense that he does not let fame
and success define him but draws on his faith and deep convictions
to see him through every situation.
“What you have to understand is that Judaism isn’t about you,”
he says. “It’s about building a relationship with G-d. You can have
this amazing relationship with Him but you have to give something
back to do so, and that means living your life within the parameters
of Halacha, parameters that have been set to help you not hinder
you.”
And if it does all go wrong he always has his first career as an
NVQ-trained chef to fall back on.
“I make a mean cholent,” he confesses. “The secret is in how you
cook the meat before you add it into the pot.”

And that’s Alex Clare - the Nishmas-davening, tzitziswearing, shiur-delivering, cholent-making international singersongwriter, who hangs out with celebrities but wouldn’t play a
concert on Friday night for all the money in the world. As he says
in his most famous song ‘got to be true to myself.’ He’s definitely
on his way.

...he carries a suitcase
of seforim with him
whenever he’s on tour. “My
tour manager calls it my
‘wheeliegogue’”.

Honey Cake
Ingredients
Z 4 eggs
Z 1 cup sugar
Z 1 cup oil
Z ½ cup honey

d,
Z 1 medium orange rin
grated
Z 3 cups flour
Z 3 tsp baking powder

Method

Z ½ tsp baking soda
Z 2 tsp cinnamon
d
Z ½ cup very strong col
coffee
Z ½ cup orange juice
Z ½ cup walnuts (or
other nuts) – broken
(optional)
Z ½ cup raisins

sugar.
beat the eggs with the
With an electric mixer
rind and
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icing sugar or, if you wis
chocolate chips.
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No -Bake
Honey-Nut
Cereal Bars

Ingredients

Z 4 cups Honey Nu
t
Cheerios
Z 1 ½ cups mixed nu
ts
(optional)

Method

Z 1⁄3 cup packed bro
wn
sugar
Z 1⁄3 cup honey
Z 1 tablespoon
margarine

Line the base and sid
es of an 8-inch squ
are pan with
foil or parchment pa
per.
Spray foil with cook
ing spray. In large bo
wl, mix cereal
and mixed nuts; set
aside.
In large microwavab
le bowl, microwave
brown sugar,
honey and butter un
covered on high for
two to three
minutes, stirring ev
ery 30 seconds, un
til
the
mixture
is boiling. Microwa
ve for an additional
one minute,
allowing mixture to
boil and thicken slig
htly.
Pour over cereal mi
xture in bowl; stir un
til evenly
coated. Using the bu
ttered back of a spo
on, press
mixture very firmly
into pan. Refrigerate
for
approximately one
hour or until firm en
ough to cut.
For bars, cut into fou
r rows by four rows.
Store
covered at room tem
perature up to one
week.
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FEDERATION
CHARITY GOLF DAY
HARTSBOURNE COUNTRY CLUB, BUSHEY

Sunday 22 May 2016
Tee-off at 2pm
followed by dinner

בס”ד

Balak means

“Watch
out for my
donkey!”
A four-day discovery of Jewish Roots in
Morocco

Eli Kienwald
TRUSTEE, MACHZIKE HADATH SYNAGOGUE

To enter a team or for more
information contact Judy Silkoff on
judy@federation.org.uk or 020 8202 2263
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Jewish Morocco
Yussuf Attias checked that his police regulation gun was loaded before tucking it inside his
trousers’ belt. He gave little Ibrahim a good-bye kiss and told Mariam that he would be
away for four days, walked out of their flat in a popular district of Casablanca and brought
his motorbike out of the lock-up garage.
That morning a call had come through from Captain

name. He had not seen his parents again, not even when he let

Saduki to inform him that he was to go to Marrakesh Airport and

them know that he was going to marry Mariam, a nice Jewish

discreetly escort a group of Jewish people from London who were

girl from Tangiers. But he was happy in Morocco - that is until he

coming to visit Morocco.

had picked up the call from Captain Saduki. Who were these Jews

“It is very sensitive, Yussuf”, his superior had said, “and that

from London anyway and what were they looking for? Perhaps

KEvER OF R S BEL HENCH

The coach departed in the direction of Marrakesh and the

memories...

policeman followed all the way into the Mellah, the old Jewish

The airport terminal came into view rather suddenly and

quarter. The guide books explain that the reason for the name

Yussuf had no problems finding his contact, Raphi Elmaleh, the

(mellah - salt) is that once upon a time all the salt in the land

Jewish tourist guide who was going to be in charge of the visit. He

belonged to the king and those wishing to buy this commodity had

had met Raphi before and had shared a few jokes with him. Raphi

to approach the royal estate. Eventually the sovereign grew tired

gave him a sheet of paper with the group’s itinerary and looked

of this trade and appointed the Jewish community as his agents

“No excuses, Sergeant”, his superior had said with a cutting

at his watch. “Oy vey, it’s late, I have got to meet them!” Yussuf

to conduct the salt business.

edge in his voice. “And in any case it is going to be a nice diversion

followed him at some distance and saw him shake hands with a
bearded young man. He heard them call him Rabbi Garson. The

The itinerary showed that his charges would now visit

for you and, most of all, I am sure you will find it … educational”.

is why I have chosen you”. “Thanks a bunch Captain, and until
when?”
“Oh, only Wednesday, you will not even notice it”.
“But Captain, I had booked some leave from Tuesday until the
end of the week!”

And with that he had put the phone down.

thirty or so men and women in the party were clearly in a jolly
state of mind, were chatting and laughing, pulling or pushing their

Now Yussuf was in a bad mood. He had hoped to take his wife

luggage with youthful enthusiasm. They boarded a coach. Yussuf

and little boy to the seaside for a couple of days and this sudden

looked at the itinerary: first stop the Ourika Valley in the Atlas

assignment meant a most unwelcome change of plan and a long

Mountains. “What do they want to see there?” he wondered.

bike ride to Marrakesh. However, as the journey progressed, the
cooling effect of the air in his face and the reassuring vibrations
of the engine made him feel better. “Jewish people coming back
to Morocco,” he thought, “I am no longer going to be the only
one to have made that journey”. His mind wandered to his youth
in Ashkelon, to his parents who were still living there and to the
stories he had heard from his elders about Operation Mural. His
father Yakov was one of the 530 children clandestinely taken by
Mossad from Morocco to Eretz Yisrael in 1961, under the cover of
a holiday in Switzerland. Following that event, over 100,000 Jews
had left the country during the years 1962-64, an exodus which
was made easier by the granting of a special concession by King
Hassan II, allowing them to travel on a block passport.

Life in Ashkelon was not easy and Yussuf, Yosef at that time,
remembered the many occasions when he had met the disdainful

Yussuf followed the coach on the meandering road towards

the El Azama Synagogue. Yussuf had heard of it but had never
managed to find it. El Azama is the oldest synagogue in Marrakesh,
built originally in 1492 by the Jews expelled from Spain. It was
rebuilt on the same site at the beginning of the 20th century. As
the visitors left, Yussuf could not resist the temptation to look
inside and, once again, strange innermost feelings were aroused
in him at the sight of the magnificent and awe-inspiring interiors.

the hills, through an increasingly barren landscape, meeting the
occasional Berber tribesman leading one, two or three dromedaries.
He knew that once upon a time this desolate land had a strong
Jewish presence but most Jews had moved to Marrakesh, the big
commercial centre, a long time ago. Maybe, he thought, they are
interested in how our ancestors lived, in harsh conditions, without
running water or electricity in their homes, coping as best they
could with scorching summers and freezing winters.

The next morning Yussuf found himself in familiar surroundings
since, after a long drive, the coach arrived in Casablanca, a
sprawling city of nine million people, the main industrial centre in
Morocco and the largest port in North Africa. It is home to around
3,500 Jews. Because of the heightened risk, a colleague joined
Yussuf for the day and the two policemen accompanied the tourists
for brief visits to the Habbous quarter, Mohammad V square and
United Nations square before reaching Raphi Elmaleh’s favourite
destination, the Jewish Museum. This is the only Jewish Museum
in the Arab world and it houses a beautiful collection of Moroccan
Judaica as well as an impressive photographic display of old
synagogues, some of which have been recently restored. While the
visitors were enjoying their packed lunches in the Museum garden,
the man in the straw hat wandered off towards the main gate to
admire some huge succulent plants in blossom. He noticed that
Yussuf was looking at the pictures and asked him: “Have you ever
been in a synagogue?” Yussuf was startled by the question. “Not
recently,” he answered, pointing his finger at one of the photos,
“But I would like to see this one. It is where my grandparents used
to go”. It was the turn of the man in the Panama to be startled.
The exchange ended there but it was the beginning of a strange
dialogue between the two, mostly a silent one, which continued
for the rest of the trip.

The group were now on their way to the Neve Shalom
Synagogue and school, where they were addressed by the Principal,
Rabbi Jacki Sebbag, who described the aims of the institution and
the incredible efforts he makes to raise funds. His words were
powerful and made a strong impression. His Rabbanit, who is
the headmistress, led a guided tour of the school and of some of
the classrooms. The children looked lively and happy and were
obliging in showing off their considerable skills, both in English
and particularly in lashon hakodesh. It was the loud singing that
attracted Yussuf to join in the visit and yet again he was nearly
overcome by that strange lump in his throat. This was the kind of
happy school where he wished little Ibrahim to make his first steps
into education. He wondered if he would be accepted but made a
mental note to contact Rabbi Sebbag at some point.

The coach stopped at a village and the whole group climbed
up to one of the houses. Local children went in pursuit, asking for
money and Yussuf brushed off one or two who were becoming too
insistent. The reason why Raphi Elmaleh had chosen this village
soon became clear. Just a few hundred yards up the road they

EL AzAMA SYNAgOguE

stopped at the site of an isolated brick building with a placard

The long day continued with a stroll through the souk, where

looks of Ashkenazim he happened to come across in the street.

stating “Sanctuaire du Grand Rabbin Venere, Rabbi Salomon Bel

one could marvel at the cacophony of sounds, be amazed by the

Shortly after his barmitzvah he could not bear it any longer and

Hench (Gravesite of the Esteemed Rabbi…)”. Yussuf peeped inside

variety of goods on sale and breathe in an incredible mix of exotic

told his father that he wanted to go back to Morocco. “Shame

and saw a number of the ladies lighting candles and placing them

smells. Now Yussuf was on guard because the party was entering

on you!” his father had said “Are you crazy? We made sacrifices

in the niche at the head of the gravestone. This act of devotion and

Djemea El Fna, the famous square teeming with snake charmers,

and were wrenched away from our parents in order to come to

respect for a Rabbi buried in the middle of nowhere stirred hidden

soothsayers, storytellers and various types of dubious traders.

Israel and you want to leave us to go back to Morocco?” But his

emotions in his heart. A man wearing a large straw hat interrupted

Yussuf relaxed when the visitors finally left the square and were

NEvE SHALOM SCHOOL

mind was made up. He contacted his uncle who was still living in

his reverie by whispering: “You are our guard, aren’t you?” Yussuf

led to the home of Madame Chaliwa for dinner. The hostess even

Casablanca and arranged to stay with him. And then there was

did not reply but offered a mild grin. His cover was already blown

brought out some food for him and he enjoyed the taste of the

the Muslim school, the police academy and the adoption of a new

but he didn’t care. He was doing his job.

local delicacies.

He was brought back to reality when Raphi Elmaleh announced
that he was going to lead the visitors into the Street of the Seven
Synagogues because here there would be close contact with the
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Jewish Morocco
local population. The reason for the name of the street is selfexplanatory and Raphi pointed out each shul as he walked down
the long and narrow alley.

A visit to Casablanca cannot be complete without a stopover
at the newly built (1993) Hassan II mosque, the seventh largest
Muslim religious building in the world, with room for 25,000
worshippers indoors and another 80,000 on the mosque’s outside
grounds. The splendour and sheer lavishness of this building with
its miles of hand-crafted marble, cannot fail to impress the viewer,
whichever faith they happen to belong to.
Before ending the day with a dinner at a Jewish Community
Club, a visit was paid to the Bet El Synagogue, the largest and
most magnificent of all synagogues in Morocco.

known as “The Bloodthirsty” because of his legendary cruelty. It
was also the home to one of the oldest Jewish communities in the
world outside Israel (second only to Rome), having welcomed a
large number of refugees straight after the second Churban. For
centuries it was a rich centre of Jewish studies and culture. There is
now just a handful of Jews left in Meknes and only one synagogue
is holding regular services. As the visitors entered the shul, one
of the local Jews welcomed each man with a kiss. For Yussuf, this
was another emotional experience. His parents and grandparents
had lived in Meknes and he had visions of his grandfather coming
into this building holding his son, Yussuf’s father, by the hand.
Suddenly a joyful clamour from inside the synagogue reached his
ears, people singing…..ASHORER SHIRA. He knew that song. He
looked inside and saw the man from Meknes dancing on the bimah
with one of the visitors. Yussef heard himself humming along…..
ASHORER SHIRA. “What is happening to me?” he thought.

while the visitors paid their respects at the mass grave of the 44

cemetery, he listened attentively to Rabbi Garson talking about

Jews massacred in 1950, in the wake of the declaration of the

two of the most famous people buried there, Rav Chaim Ben Attar,

State of Israel, Yussuf wandered off to look for his grandfather’s

the uncle of the Orach Chayim and Sulika Hajuel, the Righteous

burial place. The caretaker was happy to oblige and Yussuf found

Maiden. The story of Sulika, who sacrificed her life and met a cruel

it - Yosef Attias 1885-1963. He felt the need to say a prayer, to ask

and dignified death, rather than renouncing her faith, is reliably

many questions, to have answers but the stone was silent. He lit

told in the Sefer Malchei Rabbanan. Jews and non-Jews alike

a candle and placed it in the little niche at the foot of the grave.

revere her memory today.

BETH OLAM, FES
KEvER OF R Y BEN ATTAR, FES

The coach moved onward to Fes, the second largest city
in Morocco and a UNESCO World Heritage site. By this time
Yussuf felt very much part of the group and, albeit silently,
shared their happiness, sense of unity and thirst for knowledge.
BET EL SYNAgOguE

That night, Yussuf did not sleep well. Thoughts about his
identity and role in life were troubling him but, most of all, he felt
a compelling affinity with these people from London and a strong
urgency to know more about his roots. Next morning the party was
due to travel to Rabat, Morocco’s political capital and the site of
the main royal palace. Yussuf thought that the coach driver would
be lucky to get through the Casablanca early morning traffic. He
had an idea… He had words with his colleague and for the next ten
minutes or so one could witness the unique and amazing spectacle
of two Arab police motorcyclists, in a Muslim country, driving in
front of a vehicle full of Jewish people and waving the traffic to
one side in order to let the coach through.

MEKNES SYNAgOguE

That question surfaced in his mind again and again, during the
visit to the old Jewish cemetery where so many eminent scholars
are buried, including Rav Berdugo Hamalach, famous for his
halachic dispute with the Toledano rabbinic dynasty and, even
more so at the new Meknes cemetery, where the grandfather of
Mrs Rachel Cohen, one of the participants, was buried. Since a
minyan was present, Mrs Cohen was able to hear the ashkava
prayer being said.

Yussuf’s sense of duty was called upon once again during
the long afternoon when the visitors were given a taste of the Fes
souk, a labyrinth of little alleys, cavernous shops, stalls and street
vendors. They quickly learnt that Balak is not only a sedra in Sefer
Bamidbar but in Arabic it means: “Watch out”. On more than one

At their destination, he joined them inside the delightful Reuben

occasion people had to negotiate a close encounter with a fully

Bensadoun Synagogue and heard Rabbi Garson lead the minyan

laden donkey, occupying the whole passageway. Rambam is said

for Maariv. The familiar words were coming back to him: “Vehu

to have lived in this souk when he was in Fes and a wall plaque

Rachum…”

confirms that claim.
An excursion into several local craft shops, jewellery, clothing
and leather goods in particular, seemed to satisfy the shopping
expectations of both men and women and the traditional way of
bartering for the price gave everybody the feeling that they had
done well.
Everyone was on a high, having spent four magical days and
learnt so much about Moroccan Jewry.

Rabat is a lovely city and its Medina (the old quarter in

Yussuf followed the group all the way to the Fes airport. The

North African cities) is listed as a World Heritage site. There are
no Jews left in Rabat but there is a Mellah, its streets still bearing
Jewish names and many doors showing that a mezuzah was once
affixed there. Its wide avenues are lined with huge palm trees and
it boasts a multitude of opulent villas. It projects an air of wealth
and elegance and it is spotless. Aside from its artistic value, Raphi
Elmaleh arranged a stop at King Mohammad V Mausoleum so that
his group could visit the resting place of a king who is purported to
have saved the lives of hundreds of thousands of Moroccan Jews
by refusing to hand over their names to the Nazis.

man in the Panama came to him and said: “Thank you. What is

The next stop was Meknes, the third largest city in Morocco
and its capital under the reign of Moulay Ismail (1672-1727),
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your name?”
REuBEN BENSAdOuN SYNAgOguE, FES

On Wednesday morning Yussuf woke up regretting that this
OLd BETH OLAM, MEKNES

Yussuf’s mind was in turmoil. He asked the man in
the straw hat what was happening. “We are saying a memorial
prayer for Mrs Cohen’s grandfather,” came the reply. “But my
grandfather is buried here too!” Yussuf heard himself saying. And

“Yosef Attias,” came the reply, “And what is yours?”
“Eli Kienwald” said the man in the straw hat.

would be the final day of his assignment and was determined to

“Eli Kienwald - I thank you. You have helped me to rediscover

make the most of it. As the group were taken to visit the Jewish

my roots. When you return to Morocco, you stay by me. Shalom”.

Morocco 2015: A four-day Jewish discovery tour organised by Rabbi Raphy
Garson of Ohr Yisrael Federation Synagogue in co-operation with JRoots.
Rosh Hashanah 5776 / September 2015
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ADVERTORIAL

Camp Simcha exists to support and improve
the quality of life for Jewish families in the UK
coping with serious childhood illness.
This includes cancer;
genetic conditions;
muscular dystrophy
including Duchene’s;
heart conditions;
transplants and other
serious surgery; some
serious seizures and
babies born very early
or with other serious
difficulties. Camp
Simcha’s support is not limited to children with
life-limiting or life-threatening illness: they can
step in when children have any serious long or
short-term condition which is drastically impacting
their day to day life, such as Crohn’s or Type 1
Diabetes for example.
Camp Simcha’s philosophy is that the most
effective to way to help a sick child is to improve
things for the whole family. It does this by
providing a wide range of 24/7 practical and
emotional support services for the parents and
powerful positive experiences for the children,
including the siblings who are often the forgotten
sufferers when a child is seriously ill. The charity
presently reaches over 650 family members across
the UK, operating in London, Manchester, Leeds,
Glasgow, Bristol and Gateshead.
Each family is allocated a local Family Liaison
Officer whose role is to support the parents and
tailor the services to their family’s needs.
Camp Simcha now offers a range of 21 services.
In addition to the Family Liaison Officers, families

may have ‘Big Brothers’ and ‘Sisters’, who are
special friends to the sick child and also the
siblings. Still young themselves – usually aged
18-25 - Camp Simcha Big Brothers and Sisters are
specially trained to make a difference when it will
really count. They bring treats and take children
on outings and to Camp Simcha events. Children
facing difficult treatments can benefit greatly from
knowing that their Big Brother or Big Sister will
be there for them and siblings can have someone
who will give them extra attention and support.
As well as individual respite care to families,
Camp Simcha provides weekend retreats where
the whole family can have some organised time
away to reconnect with each other in wonderful
surroundings with the reassurance of medical
experts on hand if needed. There is something
about being given the opportunity to spend time
as a family in an environment where everyone feels
special but not different, while getting support
from others who share similar daily battles, which
makes Camp Simcha parents leave retreat feeling
less stressed and stronger than they did on arrival.
Other services provided include benefits advice,
hospital transports, tutoring, summer schemes,
art and music therapy, outings, parties, children’s
retreats and Camp Simcha USA.
Camp Simcha’s services are provided free of
charge to families from across the spectrum of
Jewish observance and affiliation. The vision:
‘that no Jewish family wherever they are in the UK
will have to cope with serious childhood illness
without our support’.

If you know a family who could use our help, contact Neville
Goldschneider in the strictest of confidence on 020 8202 9297
or ng@campsimcha.org.uk.
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way they made us feel. But of course ever
yone wants to indulge a little bit
so we were buying raw chocolate to snac
k on. One day we decided to mess
about and try to make some - everyon
e said it was really good and kept asking
why we didn’t sell it, and it took off from
there!
HAMAOR: Does anyone else work for
you or do the two of you do all the wor
k
by yourselves?
KAMARAS: It’s a family business. The
two of us make the chocolates and we
also
designed all the packaging and came up
with the name Kamalive - a combination
of
our surname and the idea that because
our chocolates are so healthy they help
you
‘come alive’
and give you loads of energy. Our siste
r helps sell the chocolates at markets and
events and our brother
designed the website. Our parents help
with the business side of things - and they
’re also our taste
testers!
HAMAOR: What’s the most popular prod
uct that you sell?
KAMARAS: One of our best-selling item
s is the Cashew Caramels - and they wer
e invented by accident!
Daniella decided to try to make raw whi
te chocolate, which is normally done usin
g cashews or coconut.
Unfortunately it didn’t quite work out and
she ended up with a big gloopy brown
mess. But when she
tasted it, it tasted exactly like chewy cara
mel! So we covered it in chocolate and
it’s
been a huge hit ever
since.
HAMAOR: Having tasted the chocola
te we agree that it’s really delicious and
we love the fact that it’s
so good for you, it’s guilt-free! Where
can our readers buy it?
KAMARAS: Kamalive chocolates are avai
lable from our website www.kamalive.c
o.uk and are also on sale
at Mr Baker Express in Borehamwood
(see licensee list for contact details) and
the
shop ‘Health Matters’
in Barnet.

Riddles
 Name the first shevet
mentioned in Tanach.
 Name the 11 Cohanim
referred to in chumash.
 Who were the 10 persons
referred to in the chumash
as ‘meraglim’?
Send your answers to
judy@federation.org.uk for a
chance to win a £20 Jewish
book voucher
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Welcome,

Kehillas
Netzach
Yisroel
Netzach Factfile
a Nussach Ashkenaz minyan with a focus on slow
davening and no talking
a Runs three different children’s service groups each
week, attracting between 40 and 80 kids on a regular
basis
a Thriving programme of shiurim including daily Mishna
Brura and weekly Tefilla, Nefesh Hachayim, Maharal
and Hilchos Shabbos shiurim
a Prides itself on its provision for teenagers, its welfare
committee and general sense of being a warm,
welcoming community and not just a shul.
CHAIRMAN MARK HAMBURGER

“In the Federation we have found an

organisation that shares our hashkafos and our view of authentic
Orthodox yiddishkeit. We are delighted to be nailing the KNY flag to the
Federation mast and look forward to a long and successful relationship
as part of an expanding, vibrant organisation.”

In July, the Federation
welcomed its newest
constituent member,
Kehillas Netzach Yisroel
of Edgware.
The shul’s Federation membership was
approved at the June Council meeting
and was accepted on by its own members
at their AGM on July 19th. It is the first
time in its 16-year history that Netzach has
affiliated itself with a national synagogal
body, having been established as a Seed
Shabbos morning minyan in 1999 and
become fully independent in 2006.
Netzach’s first Rav was Rabbi Yisroel Roll,
who was followed briefly by Rabbi Malcolm
Herman (now Associate National Director
of Seed) and Rabbi Shmuel Miller, before
its current Rav, Rabbi Dovid Roberts, took
over in 2001. From an initial core of 15
families, it grew to a thriving and motivated
kehillah which now has a membership of
some 100 families. It has held Shabbos
minyanim since 2000 and started its regular
weekday minyanim in 2005, but has never
had its own premises. The shul operates
out of the Tashbar School on Shabbos and
Yom Tov and uses the Machzikei Hadass
‘Shtieble’ premises during the week.
On announcing the shul’s membership of
the Federation, President Andrew Cohen
said: “The members of Netzach have
demonstrated the formula for a successful
community – the vibrancy that permeates
their wide range of activities encourages all
ages to participate. The leadership of Rabbi
Roberts, his engaging personality and his
inspiring shiurim attract those searching
for guidance and thirst for Torah. We
are delighted to welcome such a kehillah,
who will only enhance the Federation and
contribute to our vision of providing the
natural home for frum communities in this
country.”

L-R AvI LAzARuS, MARK HAMBuRgER, RABBI ROBERTS, ANdREW COHEN
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KNY Kids
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Rabbi Dovid Roberts
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THE “IRON DOME” OF AM YISROEL
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up and educated in Gateshead, attending school and
yeshiva there followed by Brisk Yeshiva in Israel. He lived
in Gibraltar on getting married, returning to England in
2001 to take over the position at Kehillas Netzach Yisroel.
While in Gibraltar he founded and headed a boys’ high
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Kehillas Netzac
h Yisroel

school, headed the girls’ high school and worked as a youth
leader.
Since returning to the UK, in addition to the leadership of
Netzach, Rabbi Roberts has been appointed Principal of the
Menorah Foundation Primary School, works as a Rebbe in
the Hasmonean ‘Beis’ (sixth form boys) programme, is the
Rabbinic Liaison for the Ezra Youth Movement in Edgware
and lectures for a range of organisations including the PBM
in the city, Chazon and Torah Way. He is also provides
Halachic guidance to Hatzola Edgware.
RABBI DOVID ROBERTS “I am delighted that we are joining

the Federation at this exciting time and am confident that
this move will enhance our ability to continue providing
a quality kehillah experience for growing families. I hope
that we will, in turn, be able to contribute to the renaissance
of this professionally run, frum organisation.”
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Taking a
Walk on
Shabbos
A Look at Techum
MENdEL PHOTOgRAPHY

Shabbos and the
Problem of Elstree
and Borehamwood
By Rabbi Doniel Grunewald

In conversation with
Dayan M D Elzas
Federation Beis Din &
Director of Kashrus

Though the essence of Shabbos is the
39 melachos, there is also another, lessunderstood, aspect of Shabbos known
as Techum Shabbos, or the ‘Shabbos
Boundary’. Simply put, this means that
a person is not to ‘go out of his place’
on Shabbos. A person’s place in this
context is 2000 Amos (where one amma,
according to varying Halachic opinions, is
somewhere between 48-60cms) beyond
his basic 4x4 Amos standing room. In
practice, however, this is only relevant if
he is standing in a completely open area.
In a town or city, however, the entire
built-up area is considered one’s place
and the 2000 Amos are measured from
the perimeter of the area.
Consequently, we who live in London have little experience
in these Halochos in our general Shabbos experience. The one
exception to this, however, is with respect to the Elstree and
Borehamwood Jewish community, which is separated from
Greater London by a green belt far greater than 2000 Amos.
This has been of some concern for those wishing to walk between
Edgware and Elstree / Borehamwood on a Shabbos or Yom Tov.
Were there to have been sparsely distributed houses in this gap,
with anything up to a 702/3 Amma gap from one to another1, this
would have had the effect of extending the techum boundary of
London, solving the problem. This is, however, not the case.
1

See Orach Chaim 398:5-6.

The Eiruv Proposal

1

Some time ago, I worked with various members of the community to find a solution to this problem. The first proposal was
to place an Eiruv Techumin2 approximately half-way across the green belt gap. An Eiruv Techumin is a Halachic mechanism
for modifying one’s defined ‘place’ for a particular Shabbos, in order to adjust the distances one can walk in a particular
direction, within certain parameters as necessary.
How does Eiruv Techumin – (literally ‘merging of boundaries’) work? The concept is that, to a certain extent, one can
think of oneself as belonging at any location where one has access to a certain quantity of food at that time. By ‘laying an
Eiruv’, one designates such a location as one’s focal location for that Shabbos3.
2
3
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FIGURE 1: THIS DISTANCE IS GREATER
THAN 2000 AMOS (0.96 - 1.2KM), AND
LESS THAN 4000 AMOS (1.92 - 2.4KM)
ACCORDING TO ALL OPINIONS

It must be emphasised that the Eiruv Techumin is a totally different concept from the Eiruv which allows people to carry in an area which is otherwise a public
domain.
This may seem contrived, but it must be noted that the Eiruv Techumin is a Rabbinic device designed to solve a Halachic issue of the same Rabbinic origin. As Mishna Berura (397:1)
explains, the Scriptural instruction not to leave one’s place on Shabbos prohibits only leaving one’s 12 Mil (24,000 Amos) zone according to some, and only prohibits carrying in
the public domain according to others. The restriction of leaving one’s 2000 Amos ambit, on the other hand, is only D’Rabbonon (Rabbinic). Clearly, the Sages felt that creating
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2

The
Number
Lock
between
the Trees

Thus, a plan emerged to place an Eiruv Techumin roughly
half-way between Edgware and Borehamwood, such that both
areas would be within 2000 Amos of anyone who designated
that as his location for a particular Shabbos.
In order to utilise the Eiruv, ‘two meals’ worth of food’4
per person would have to be placed at the point of the Eiruv
Techumin. Obviously, food simply left out in the open would
probably not remain there for long, so somehow, a box was
placed discreetly between the trees, fixed to the extent that
one could be confident that it wouldn’t be moved.
For obvious practical reasons, the food placed inside had
to be something that was compact and that would not have to
be frequently replaced. Fortunately, the Sages incorporated a
leniency into this halacha whereby it is sufficient to have not the
whole of the meals, but just one component of them, as long as
that component would typically be eaten as an accompaniment
to a bread meal5. Hence, jars of jam or peanut butter, longlasting and easy to transport even in larger quantities, were
the perfect solution. Each jar would then be sufficient for a
number of users.
Finally, it was announced that anyone wishing to avail
himself of this service should contact an administrator, so that
a kinyan could be made to allow each ‘subscriber’ to acquire a
sufficient share of the food and so that it could be ensured that
there was always sufficient food in the box for the numbers of
users each week.
The box was secured with a combination lock and a stock of
jars of peanut butter or jam – sufficient to ensure ‘two meals’
worth’ per projected potential user, were placed inside. Each
subscriber was given the combination so that he would have
access to the foods as halachically required.

4
5

such a halacha would preserve the spirit of Shabbos; at the same time, however, they
felt that the level of ‘designation of place’ inherent in a simple Eiruv would preserve the
concept, yet allow for flexibility on a practical level.
Orach Chaim 408:1. This may correspond to the two main meals that we eat on Shabbos.
Orach Chaim 386:6 and 409:7, and MB 409:36 and 413:2.
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3

Advanced
Logistics
of Techum
Shabbos

While the Eiruv solution was intriguing and inventive, it
had significant limitations. To understand these limitations,
however, we must return to the concept of Techum Shabbos
and take a look at some of its more subtle aspects.
As mentioned earlier, a person whose Techum boundary
is in London, for example, may traverse the whole of
London on Shabbos – although this is a distance far greater
than 2000 Amos – because the whole built-up area, as a
unit, is his ‘place’.

The Ribua Ha’ir –
Squaring Off The City

4

Because of all these complications, we wondered whether there might not be a more all-encompassing solution to these problems
- and in fact it seems that there is.
Let us revisit the basic concept of Techum Shabbos. Imagine we wish to indicate on a map the boundaries of the Techum of a
certain town. Presumably, we should create a map of the houses of that town, draw a continuous line around the houses and draw
another line 2000 Amos beyond that. In fact, however, the Shulchan Aruch8 tells us that this is not always the case.
If, we are told, the city is a regular four-cornered shape, the Techum is indeed defined by simply drawing another line 2000
Amos away on each side. If, however, it is round, triangular, or has many corners, one draws another rectangle around all
four sides, extending a line in each direction from the furthermost house on each of the four sides of the city.
Applying this method to London would allow us to draw a line at least immediately north of Enfield9, extending to the westwards
and eastwards from its northernmost house. This would immediately place the Jewish communities of Elstree and Borehamwood
wholly within the Techum Shabbos of London as they would be well within 2000 amos of London’s Halachic outer limit.
Having said this, the perimeter of London is complex and gives rise to certain Halachic doubts as to whether the Techum can be
extended in this way. In order to clarify the issue, we consulted with a couple of Eiruvin experts in Eretz Yisrael who agreed with
our conclusions. Consequently, the London Jewish community may happily welcome the kehillos of Elstree and Borehamwood
into its Techum Shabbos!
8
9

Orach Chaim 398:1-2.
See Figure 2. In actual fact, Halachic London may extend even further north due to areas east of Enfield, but Enfield is far enough for our purposes

Suppose, however, that a person fixes his Techum
outside London, but his 2000 Amos extends into London.
In this case, his Techum is a personal zone rather than
that of London itself and therefore does not extend through
the whole built-up area6.
This is extremely relevant to our case. Since the gap
between the last houses in Edgware and the Eiruv is
substantial, the Eiruv would seem not to be in the actual
city and the Eiruv subscriber would be very limited in his
walking allowance in either direction.
In our case, this meant that the Eiruv allowed people to
walk from one end of Edgware to one end of Elstree, or vice
versa7, allowing Shabbos passage till the Elstree shtiebel.
For anyone requiring more freedom than that, however,
this was insufficient.
6
7

Orach Chaim 408:1.
For the sake of accuracy it is worth noting that the Eiruv did give more than 2000
amos with respect to the place where one had slept; see Remo Orach Chaim
408:1 and Mishna Brura 408:11. The details of this however are beyond the scope
of this article.

FIGURE 2: THE BLUE LINE SHOWS THAT HALACHIC LONDON EXTENDS AS FAR AS ENFIELD, THUS
INCLUDING THE BOREHAMWOOD AREA. THIS IS SUFFICIENT FOR OUR PURPOSES; IN FACT IT MAY
EXTEND EVEN FURTHER NORTHWARDS THAN THIS
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The kosher food industry has
come a long way in the last
20 years. There is a vast
array of kosher foods
available to purchase
nowadays, both in
mainstream stores and
in specialised local
groceries that rival the
best of the supermarket
chains both in range of
merchandise and quality of
service.
But with an increase in choice has also come an increase
in expectation. We see tasty products on the shelves in
Tesco, we scan the ingredients and wonder - why
isn’t it kosher? But what the eager kosher
consumer doesn’t always realise is
that there could be a minefield of
problems and challenges hiding
behind a list of seemingly innocuous
ingredients on a packet. And they
don’t always realise that bringing a
product to the kosher market can be
far from a simple process.

Rabbi
Josh
KF
Kosher’s

Bennett,

Commercial
Development
Manager
has
encountered this issue many times.

up against when trying to certify a product as
kosher is usually the machinery it’s manufactured
on,” he says. “A great example is jam. Everyone thinks that
it’s fine to go out and purchase any jam from any brand as
long as the ingredients list is ok. That may well have
been the case in the past. But currently there is a big
trend for making ‘artisan’ jams with interesting
flavours such as ‘plum and port’ or ‘apricot
and brandy’ - so even if you’re buying an
innocent looking strawberry conserve, if
it’s been made on the line straight after a
hot non-kosher ingredient has been used
on there, it’s a problem.”
able to clarify that neither the machinery
nor the ingredients pose any major
challenges, getting the company to see the
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“The food industry is commercial,
that’s the bottom line,” stresses Josh.
“So once I’ve identified a product that
looks interesting and clarified that it’s
not going to be especially complex to
work with in terms of its ingredients, the
next job is to convince the company that
going kosher is going to have a significant
impact on their current level of sales.”

The relatively small size of the
Jewish community in the UK and the fact
that the community is heavily concentrated in
limited areas of the country can make this difficult
- though for smaller, younger companies, the opportunity
to have their goods distributed in over 25 kosher food stores
in London and Manchester is a big plus point.

RABBI JOSH BENNETT WITH SOME OF KF’S SuPERvISEd PROduCTS

This was the case for one of KF’s newest clients,
the instant flavoured coffees produced by Littles,
a husband-and-wife run business based in
Devon. The innovative and attractively
packaged product was spotted by a
distributer who thought it had great
potential on the kosher market. He
recommended that the owner, Will
Little, get in touch with KF and it
was taken from there. For Littles,
who were selling their products via
small boutique stores, with a couple
of flavours also on sale in branches
of Waitrose, it was a big opportunity.
Interestingly though, even with
something as simple as coffee, KF was
not able to give it’s hechsher to all of the
available flavours - one of the range contains
a wine-based flavouring, and that one could not be
certified kosher. But for the rest of the range of mouthwatering flavours (ranging from Swiss Chocolate to Irish Cream),
there were no issues and the coffee jars now proudly sport
the KF logo. Another plus for the consumer is that the
retail price in kosher stores is significantly lower
than that of the supermarkets’ RRP.

“The biggest difficulty we come
up against when trying to
certify a product as kosher
is usually the machinery it’s
manufactured on.”

“The biggest difficulty we come

Of course, even once KF has been

value in getting their product certified for the kosher
market is another hurdle to leap.

KF Kosher currently issues
kosher certificates in approximately
500 factories worldwide - in 27 countries
and on five continents to be precise.
And in many of those cases, it was
the manufacturers themselves who
approached the organisation with the
intention of getting kosher certification,
in order to facilitate the export of their
product range abroad.

RABBI JOSH BENNETT WITH SOME OF KF’S SuPERvISEd PROduCTS

“If you want to sell your food product in Israel

“An obvious one would be something

or the USA, you need kosher certification on the

meat-based,” he says ruefully. “If

packaging, there’s no way around it,” explains

the main ingredient is derived from

Josh. “In Israel, for example, no-one is allowed

meat it’s unlikely you’d convince the

to just write the word ‘kosher’ on a package

manufacturer to change that. Soft

without a hechsher to back it up.”

drinks may contain grape juice, or at the
very least the machinery has been used

KF is approved by the Israeli Rabbinate

for other products containing it, so they

to hold the status of a ‘badatz’ hechsher,

can be quite problematic. And anything

meaning that it is accepted by virtually every

flavoured in a drum (like popcorn or

sector of Israeli society. Examples of well-known

crisps) can be very challenging.”

products that you may come across in Israel sporting
a KF hechsher are Red Bull drinks, Wrigleys gum and
even Quaker Oats. The KF will also sometimes supervise batch
productions, such as the Taste of Asia sauces range - the
factories they are produced in are not generally

Of course, new products hitting the
market do tend to come in waves as eating trends
change and manufacturers scramble to update their
product line to reflect this. So what’s the next
big thing?

kosher certified, so they close down for the

“Healthy eating is very ‘in’

day, KF mashgichim move in and oversee
production of a batch especially for the Israeli
market. These products also often make their
way into the UK’s kosher stores via a Jewish
distributor as well - which is how the Taste of
Asia bottles came to be sitting on your local

KF Kosher currently
issues kosher certificates
in approximately 500
factories worldwide

grocery shelf with a KF logo.

Despite huge advances in the world
of kosher, Josh Bennett is adamant that there are
always going to be some products it’s almost impossible
to bring to the market.

Rosh Hashanah 5776 / September 2015

at the moment so you’ll see a lot of
smoothie products coming along,”
predicts Josh. “Also anything based
on ‘superfoods’ like coconut and
pomegranate.”

Josh is also convinced that
we’ll soon be buying cold pressed
coffees and fermented foods that are
meant to aid digestion. And with all these

delicious hechshered goodies on the market,
that’s probably not a bad thing.
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Federation Kol Nidrei Appeal
The Federation’s annual Kol Nidrei appeal provides an opportunity
for members to perform a great mitzvah by supporting those in need.
Over the years the Federation has supported a range of charities both
in the UK and abroad, children and adults alike. This year, money
raised will go towards three immensely worthwhile organisations.

Chai

Cancer

Care

provides

Meir Panim in the UK is known as

comprehensive, professional and expert

MANNA - UK Branch of Meir Panim.

services to any member of the Jewish

Meir Panim is one of Israel’s largest

community affected by cancer (including

relief

patients, their families and friends).

numerous

organisations

and

programmes

to

provides
alleviate

Operating from nine sites across the UK,

poverty, including food centres styled

clients who are unable to go to a Chai

as restaurants, food packages provided

site can also receive one-to-one services

before High Holidays, and food shopping

in their own homes. Additionally, Chai

cards allowing the recipient to shop

provides telephone counselling and

in dignity in regular supermarkets. 1.6

advice services for clients not within

million Israelis - equivalent to 20% of

reach of a Chai site, across the UK and

the population - live below the poverty

internationally.

line and research has shown that the need

Chai constantly looks to update services to

to increase Israel’s security and defence

ensure that the changing needs of clients
are met - it does not have waiting lists
and will respond immediately. Each client
at Chai is given individual attention and

budget has had a direct impact on these
individuals and families - leading to the
uncomfortable fact that Israel has one of
the highest poverty rates in the developed

they can ensure complete confidentiality

world.

and all their professional staff are fully

Manna’s Kol Nidrei Appeal this year is

experienced, trained and accredited. Chai

focusing on a new initiative: ‘Challah for

does not receive any statutory funding

Shabbat for people in need. £52 Provides

and does not charge clients for its services.

Challah for Shabbat for a family for a year.’

020 8457 3398

0208 369 6031

www.chaicancercare.org

www.mannauk.org
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University Jewish Chaplaincy is an
independent charity which has been in
existence for over 40 years supporting
thousands of Jewish students across
the religious spectrum. Chaplains or
Chaplaincy couples are stationed in 12
main cities throughout the UK. Chaplains
are there to assist in a variety of ways:
from hospitality, to personal support,
hosting events and shiurim to negotiating
with the university on any matters
relating to Jewish observance or culture.
Chaplaincy also articulates the concerns
of all Jewish students to university
governance, including anti-Semitism and
growing anti-Israel rhetoric.
Chaplaincy ensures that infrastructure
is in place, providing consistency and
stability in the ever-changing university
environment, so Jewish students can
comfortably live an inspired Jewish life
whilst away from home. This year there
are exciting new initiatives, including a
Chaplaincy couple in Bristol and Western,
and weekly Friday Night Dinners in
Central London.

020 8343 5678
www.mychaplaincy.co.uk

Legacy for a
Community
Connecting The Past
With The Future

MEMBER PETER ARBEId dISMANTLINg
THE STAIRCASE AT THE NEW FINCHLEY
FEdERATION BuILdINg

Finchley Federation shul likes to describe itself as a
‘provincial shul in the heart of North London’. Having recently
moved into a new, very warm and welcoming building within the
Finchley eruv, and led by the much-loved Rabbi and Rebbetzin
Hamer, it’s easy to understand how it came by this description.
It offers its members much more than just a place to daven - it’s a
community, almost a family.

several serious enquiries about membership - but highlighted the
pressing need to make the building ‘fit for purpose’.

This was borne out recently by two legacies that the shul received
from long-time members. Mrs Doris Leverson and Mrs Sarah Moses
both sadly passed away without any surviving spouse or children,
and felt that they wanted to highlight the way that the shul was, in
a sense, part of their family.

While they are making do for the moment, shuttling to and from
their previous temporary home at the Pardes House Grammar
School around the corner to accommodate these sort of situations,
plans are underfoot to expand.

Finchley Fed’s senior gabbai Mr Paul Jackson knew both ladies
well, having lived nearby and visited them frequently in their twilight
years.

“Doris always said she would remember us in her will,” he
recalls, “and we are honoured that she chose to do so. She passed
away in her 90s, and while she was once a part of a large family,
her daughter and sister both pre-deceased her and she was so
appreciative of the support the shul gave her towards the end - this
was her way of showing it.”
Similarly, Mrs Moses, who had been a member of the
shul for over 50 years, part of the ladies guild and very active in
communal activities, did not have any children and came to rely on
the support she got from her Finchley Federation ‘family’. As a way
of saying thank you, she left half the value of her house to the shul.
Since Finchley Federation moved to its new premises in the Old
School House on Victoria Road, it’s begun to attract a great deal
of interest from the newly married and young couples living in the
surrounding area. The launch Shabbos services held in June attracted
over 200 people to the building - a fantastic result, which has led to

Chairman Dr David Gertner outlined some of the shul’s plans:
“The problems we are facing are that although we currently have
around 100 member families, when there is a busy week or a simcha,
we don’t have enough space to hold both the davening and the
Kiddush on site!”

“We’re currently in the middle of a feasibility study to see if we can
use part of the generous legacies we were left to create a basement
space for functions, or simply to restructure the interior of the shul
itself,” he explains. “We are also still using a temporary Aron and
the building could do with a lick of paint!”
Clearly, the legacies will have hugely positive ramifications for
the shul’s future, but both Dr Gertner and Mr Jackson prefer to
focus on the link that these two generous ladies have helped forge
with the past.
“When we sold our original building on Redbourne Avenue we
had to leave part of our heritage behind us,” says Paul. “Plaques
memorialising former members were built into the stone and
couldn’t be taken with us, which was quite sad. By leaving these
legacies, Doris and Sarah have created a strong association with
the past in our new building. They were the generation that built
the shul up, and now they are in a very real sense moving with us.”
Dr Gertner sees it as a process that has come full circle.
“They gave so much to the shul over the years, and when they
grew elderly and housebound the community showed its gratitude
by looking after them. And now they will look after us long into the
future.”

The Federation has recently joined Jewish Legacy, an organisation set up to ensure that the Jewish community
can present a strong and unified voice on the importance of leaving legacies to Jewish communal organisations,
whom so many rely on in their lifetimes. Legacies such as those left to Finchley Federation by Mrs Moses and Mrs
Leverson ensure that the community can continue to grow and thrive.
Gina Ross, Chief Executive at Jewish Legacy, said: “Legacies are such an important source of income for charities, especially today
when cuts in public spending and falling donations may even force some to close their doors. As Jewish people, we have a duty
to give tzedakah, to charity. Some even suggest giving assistance and money to worthy causes is the most important of all the
commandments. Thanks to its association with Jewish Legacy, our charity members have a louder voice than they would individually
when it comes to stressing the importance of leaving a charitable legacy.”
For more information about leaving a legacy, contact judy@federation.org.uk or telephone 020 8202 2263.
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OBITuARY

ASK THE FEDERATION

SHAILA
ONLINE

Collections of the following:Clothing
Bric-a-brac
Jewellery
Linen
Household items
Small electrical items
Bicycles
can be arranged by contacting us!

Remembering Reb Elozor (Eli) Fachler ז”ל

Rabbi Yitzchok Klyne

On Leil 8 Av 5775, July 23th 2015, the Federation lost one of the
oldest and beloved members of its community; Reb Eli Fachler
passed away in Hertzog hospital, Jerusalem after a brief illness, at
the age of 91.

Post your shaila and receive a response within 24 hours from a Federation Dayan or Rav

www.facebook.com/groups/askthefederation

My grandfather was born
in Berlin in October 1923 to

became the esteemed Rav of Shomrei Hadath, serving until his

Dovid Meir and Tehilla Faiga

untimely passing in 2011, a source of much nachas to his father.

(nee Milchman) Fachler. In

During the shiva for my grandfather, we heard how over the entire

1938, at the tender age of 15, he
said goodbye to his parents for the last time, fleeing Nazi Germany
ARE YOU EXPERIENCING
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE OR DOMESTIC ABUSE?
We are here to help

4

married my grandmother Eva in Buckingham; she remained his

always be remembered for his steadfast adherence to Yiddishkeit,

advice@jwa.org.uk
Registered charity number 1047045

T
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& International Shipping

We pack, move & relocate homes and businesses Worldwide.

Shipping to Israel

Tel: 020 8338 3999 / 020 8371 4103
Fax: 020 8338 3990 / 020 8343 2956 Mobile: 07973 641907
email: moving@kingsremovals.com www.kingsremovals.com

LONDON

lbt ylybvm

Ulemaitav. Never once did you hear a complaint pass his lips,

butchers shop ‘Luton Kosher Foods’, something which was not easy

Mordechai זצ”ל.
Last year, in November 2013, Opi went back to Berlin to

After their wedding in 1944, the Fachlers settled in Letchworth

commemorate 75 years since the infamous night of Kristalnacht.

Garden City, their house becoming an open home to guests from all

His return to his birthplace had all the more significance, due

walks of life. Many people attributed their return to observance to

to his home and surroundings having been rebuilt to house the

illustrious Talmidei Chachomim found a welcome home at the
Fachlers, including the Ponovezher Rav זצ“ל, Harav Elya Lopian
זצ“ל, his son Reb Leib  זצ“לand son-in-law Harav Leib Gurwitz זצ“ל,
Rosh Yeshiva in Gateshead.
In 1972, Opi moved from Letchworth to London, where he

thriving Berlin yeshiva. In his address there, he spoke of how as a
child he remembered learning Pirkei Avos with the community in
shul, something which had a powerful influence on him then, and
cemented foundations from which he would seek inspiration for
the rest of his life.
We will all miss Opi, be it as a father, grandfather, greatgrandfather, valued member of K’hal Kehilas Shomrei Hadath

joined the Federation’s Shomrei Hadath Synagogue. There he

Federation and, most importantly, devoted husband to Omi of

quickly became one of the pillars of the community, continuing

over 70 years. Opi’s memory will forever be etched onto all who

to daven there on every return to London after making aliyahh to

came into contact with him as a giant of pure and simple faith.

Yerushalayim.

Yehi zichro Baruch.

DO YOU HAVE A QUESTION? ASK THE FEDERATION

Kvrb

00542
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’בחלקו, content with his lot Hakadosh Baruch Hu bestowed Letov

age, as well as the early deaths of two of his offspring, David and

in their subsequent home in Ramat Eshkol, Jerusalem. Many

A FR

son in addition to himself.

his ehrlichkeit (honesty), Opi was a pioneer, running his kosher

Opi, and lehavdil bein chaim l’chaim Omi (Chava) continued on

SE

channel his faith and find a way to be a source of comfort to his

despite losing his parents to the Nazis, yemach shemom, at a young

Shabbosim spent with the hospitable Fachlers. This was something

G
EI

Torah over the phone. Even in most trying times he was able to

despite facing tremendous adversities from a very young age. In

to come by in the 1950s.

D

period of uncle’s illness, Opi called him every day to share a Dvar

Opi was a living example of Chazal’s dictum ‘איזהו אשיר השמח

To those who knew Opi (as he was fondly known), he will

Free confidential helpline
0808 801 0500
www.jwa.org.uk

British army and with Nazi rockets constantly flying overhead, he
devoted wife for 70 years.

Support for Jewish women and children
affected by domestic abuse.
Advice, support, refuge & counselling.

15219 Kings Advert A5 11.7.12_Kings A4 leaflet HEBREW 6.2.06 11/07/2012 11:44 Page 1

on the kindertransport. In December 1944, while serving in the

In 2000, Opi’s son, my uncle Rabbi Mordechai Fachler ,זצ“ל

SHAILATEXT
07860 017 641
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Samuel Harris, eldest son of our Lifetime warden and our Secretary
/Administrator, Danny and Beila Harris. Samuel now lives in
Western Australia and he gave a talk on his latest photographic
book called ‘In the Middle of Somewhere’. This event attracted
over 50 people for lunch.

a CELEBRATIONS

NISHMAS HACHNOSAS SEFER TORAH

Beis Hamedrash
Nishmas Yisroel
a PESACH
On Erev Pesach, around 20 members of the shul joined
together to form a matzah baking chaburah, held in Hendon.
RABBI TugENdHAFT AT THE NISHMAS MATzAH BAKINg

News &
Events
memory of Mr Shlomo Winegarten z”l (late father of trustee Mr
Moshe Winegarten).

We celebrated Jake Bond’s barmitzvah at beginning
of May. Most recently we hosted the South London Summer fete
with over 150 people enjoying a wonderful afternoon.

Finchley
by Barbara Westbrook

a SHEHECHYANU VEKIYAMANU
VEHIGYANU LAZMAN HAZEH!
After a number of years in our temporary home of Pardes
House, last November we were fortunate to start weekday and
Shabbat davening in our new building in Victoria Avenue N3.
FINCHLEY FEd'S NEW BuILdINg

Rabbi Dovid Tugendhaft said: “We were so thrilled that Family
Winegarten chose Nishmas to host the new Sefer Torah l’ilui
nishmas R’ Shlomo z’l. He was a choshuve Yid who worked
tirelessly for the community and it is a great honour for us to be
connected to his legacy through this Sefer Torah.”

Other events that have taken place over the last six months
include a weekly Sunday morning post-Shacharis breakfast
chaburah given by Federation Trustee Mr Menachem Gertner, and
Mr Joseph Faith. The Ovos Ubonim season was concluded with a
lively siyum, and the shul was paid a special visit one evening by
Rabbi Ezriel Auerbach, son of Rav Shlomo Zalmen Auerbach zt”l.

Finally, some ten Nishmas members took part in

a LAG B’OMER
On Lag B’Omer the community organised a bonfire
attended by the Zlozitzer Rebbe of Petach Tikva, Israel.

a ANNIVERSARY
Following this, on Shabbos Parshas Emor, Nishmas
held a communal Shabbos lunch to mark the first anniversary of
its moving to the new building on Brent Green. This was held at
the NW Four Banqueting Suite on Bell Lane - some 250 members
including many children attended. The event began with a shiur
in shul after Kiddush, given by Rabbi Yisroel Meir Rubinfeld,
Executive School Consultant, Torah Umesorah USA. During the
lunch, members were entertained by Levi Cohen and his choir
and divrei Torah were given by BHNY members Daniel Nevies
and Johnny Kaye.

a HACHNOSAS SEFER TORAH
This special weekend concluded on Sunday with the
Hachnosas Sefer Torah organised by Family Winegarten in
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the annual bike ride in aid of Camp Kef. The shul has a close
connection with the organisation as Kef’s weekly Sunday afternoon
activities programme is held in the shul and the charity’s founder,
Mr Benny Groszman, is Nishmas’s Yomim Noraim Ba’al Tefillah.

On this special Shabbat we also said lehitraot to our dear friends
Hilary and Jonathan Raymond who were making aliyah during the
week. Rabbi Hamer told the community that it was a privilege to
make aliyah as one of the benefits of living in Eretz Yisrael is that
we can become closer to Hashem.
The American themed kiddush, kindly sponsored by the
Raymonds, was enjoyed by all. We welcomed many new faces as
well as regulars, and have subsequently been delighted to see them
return to daven with us again and enjoy our warm and welcoming
community.

Ilford
a FAREWELL AFTER A DECADE IN OFFICE

a CHABURAH

a BIKE RIDE

leafleting of local streets paid off as over 200 men, women and
children packed into the building for a rousing Shabbat morning
service. We were joined by Rafi Weisz who davened Shacharit and
our longstanding Yomim Naroim Chazan Vic Jaffe whose Musaf
was enjoyed by the whole kehillah. Our esteemed Rav, Yaakov
Hamer, addressed the community. At the end of the service the
dynamic duo of our Rabbi and Rebbetzin answered questions from
the kehillah which ranged from the benefits of making aliyah to
the role of women in our community.

On Shabbat 3rd/4th July Parshat Balak the community held its
long awaited launch Shabbat. We were fortunate to welcome back
Rabbi Josh Bennett who davened Kabbalat Shabbat beautifully.
The next morning Rabbi Hamer gave his popular pre-Shacharit
Parshat Hashavua shiur in Ivrit. The wide-ranging publicity and

On 10th May the community held a special Kiddush sponsored
by Leon Newmark and Michael Appleby to mark the end of an
era – the stepping down of Leon from the post of Chairman and
Michael as FR. Both had served the community in these leading
role for the last ten years. These years have included the search
for new premises, the sale of the Coventry Road premises and
the acquisition of the Dennis Centre, followed by the major
modifications to the building that have left the community with
the lovely shul they enjoy today. Michael will continue to serve
the community by staying on the Board of Management to assist
the new FR, while Leon remains joint treasurer and trustee of
the Federation.

a LADIES’ GUILD SUPPER
In April the Ladies’ Guild held their annual supper, attended
by over 90 ladies with guest speaker Maureen Kendler who spoke

Croydon
a CHAGIM
Croydon Synagogue continues to thrive. We celebrated
Pesach with two communal sedarim led by our inspirational Rabbi
Natan Asmoucha. Furthermore, this year Shavuot marked 20 years
in our beautiful shul and this was a lovely occasion and enjoyed
by all.

a SOCIAL CLUB
Our social club ‘OurClub’ meets each month. Highlights
included Janice Masur, who grew up in Africa, talking about the
disappearing Jewish communities of Uganda. There were 43
people in attendance. Most recently a presentation was made by

SEEd EvENT AT FINCHLEY FEd
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about Jewish Cookery Books. The evening, and especially the meal,
was enjoyed by all.

a J-KNOWLEDGE
Over 40 members and visitors attended the first session of Rabbi
Chapper’s new course at the beginning of May, which will cover
fifteen Jewish concepts ranging from Achdut and Bal Tachshit to
Ayin Hara and Yahrzeit.

Machzike Hadath

Machzike Hadath shul’s series of special talks has been
continuing since January’s launch with Rabbi Akiva Tatz. Three
distinguished guest speakers have presented so far, all of whom
addressed very contemporary and relevant issues facing the Jewish
community today. For Purim, Rabbi Rashi Simon spoke about
‘Haman, Hitler and the Jewish Response’, an analysis of how
the concept of Amalek has manifested itself throughout the ages.
Rabbi Chaim Rapoport brought Pesach clarifications to the subject
of ‘Women and the Mitzvos of the Seder Night’ and, most recently,
Rabbi Danny Kirsch gave his informed views as JLE educator
and kiruv leader on ‘The Changing Face or Jewish Education and
Outreach in the UK’. All evenings were well attended, establishing
Machzike Hadath, under the auspices of Rabbi CZ Pearlman, as
an exciting new platform for stimulating events. The series will
continue in the autumn.

Rebbetzen Cohen was present to judge the competition and
present the girls with their books. Mrs Dansky led games and
there was a Chinese auction to which some of the basmitzvah girls’

a KIDDUSHIM
The kehillah has enjoyed various themed kiddushim over

parents kindly donated gifts.

the past few months, some of which celebrated various family
simchas and also members’ respective football team successes.

a YOM IYUN

a YAM

On May Bank Holiday the shul held a Yom Iyun in
conjunction with the Manchester Mesivta, which saw boys from
the school learning with their fathers, followed by a shiur given by
Rabbi Yisroel Rakow, Maggid Shiur in Yeshivas Shaarei Torah. The
shul also held a Lag B’Omer BBQ, the highlight of its annual social
calendar. There were outdoor games for teens and kids, as well as
plentiful food and drink. The event was hosted in the garden of Mr
and Mrs Chizky Salomon and culminated with a fantastic fireworks
display - the usual Manchester rain held off for the entire evening!

Yeshurun
a YAHRZEIT
Edgware Yeshurun marked the week of Dayan
Lopian’s zt”l first yahrzeit with two very different events. On his
actual yahrzeit, there was a service in shul to mark the occasion.
The speakers were Dayan Lichtenstein (Rosh Beis Din of the
Federation) along with Rabbi Malcolm Herman and Rabbi Dovid
Tugendhaft. All spoke with tremendous warmth about the Dayan
and his legacy in Edgware.

A new addition to the Yeshurun kehillah is YAM, our young
professionals and marrieds’ minyan, which continues to attract
members from all over Edgware. The Shabbos experience is
uplifting and inspiring, helped by a range of guest speakers. On 5
July YAM hosted its first Friday night dinner attracting 68 guests;
the atmosphere, food and ruach was amazing.

group was privileged to be joined by incredible survivor Leslie
Kleinman - his fourth trip with the shul. Once again the highlight
of the journey was the emotive shiva service which Rabbi Garson
held for Leslie by the cattle cart in Birkenau. That platform was
the last time he saw his entire family. Framing those moments, the
entire group felt they played a part in helping to ease the pain and
bring comfort to a man who never got to say goodbye. Auschwitz
for a few moments became a place of positive energy as our group
locked eyes and arms with Leslie, in tight hugs of consolation.
Hugs mixed with tears as we showed him clearly we felt his pain
and suffering in a most tangible way. Every hug was followed by
words of strength not only to Leslie, but from Leslie to us! Ohr

a SHAVUOS

Yisrael is indebted to Leslie for making this herculean journey

Shavuos was marked in shul with the usual Tikkun Leil

with us yet again.

programme, which started at midnight and continued until
Shacharis. Guest speakers were Rabbi Lewis, Michael Simon,
Rabbi Gary Bazak and Dayan Vanzetta. Shacharis was ably led
by the youth of the community. On the second day of Shavuos,
Yeshurun honoured two Nshei chayil; Gail Blain and Patricia
Shaer. The ladies were presented with certificates at a beautiful
cheesecake kiddush following the service.

a JEWISH JOURNEYS – POLAND JOURNEY 9
Our ninth Journey to Poland will be taking place on the
27th of March for three days. We are hoping to be joined by two
very special survivors. Mr. Leslie Kleinman and Mrs Sala Newton.
For more details please contact Rabbi Garson at rabbi@ohryisrael.org.uk.

Ohr Yisrael

a OHR YISRAEL ENTREPRENEURSHIP

a MOROCCO

a family business created by siblings Daniella and Ariel, members

After the success of the first two trips, Rabbi Garson
organised a third magical journey to Morocco with JRoots. The
group retraced the roots of the Sephardic world with a jampacked itinerary covering 400 miles, including exploring the
cities of Marrakesh, Casablanca, Rabat, Meknes, Fes and the Atlas
Mountains.

KamAlive Chocolates based in Elstree, Hertfordshire, is
of Ohr Yisrael. These young entrepreneurs have attended Ohr
Yisrael since its very first Shabbat many years ago and Daniella was
the first to be batmitzvah in the shul. Since KamAlive’s inception
they have received two start-up business awards from Queen Mary
University and Santander Bank and have been featured as Vogue
Magazine’s number one for “Confection Perfection”. Their range

a POLAND

(all supervised by KF Kosher) also includes stunning chocolate

Rabbi Garson and JRoots, together with its director
Tzvi Sperber, led an eighth life changing journey to Poland. The

platters for simchas, kidushim and chagim as well as gift hampers
and an indulgent gluten free cake.

RABBI dANNY KIRSCH AT MACHzIKE HAdATH

Ohr Yerushalayim
a ROSH CHODESH GROUP
In November the girls’ Rosh Chodesh group held a special
event with Mrs Dena Stern who taught the girls a range of fabulous
dances, leading to an unexpected dancing party.

a ANNUAL MELAVE MALKA
In December the shul’s annual melave malka was

EdgWARE YESHuRuN MELAvE MALKA

On the following motzei Shabbos, a melava malka was hosted
in the Leff hall. A salt beef supper was enjoyed by over 100 people
and the guest speaker was Rabbi Dovid Roberts (Rav of Kehillas
Netzach Yisroel of Edgware). The audience was also treated to
some chazonus from Chazan Lionel Rosenfeld.

a OBSERVATORY TOUR
The following week, 30 shul members attended a private

enhanced by inspiring words from the Rav, Rabbi Berel Cohen,
Dayan Lichtenstein, Rosh Beis Din of the Federation, and Rabbi
Daniel Walker. Entertainment was provided by Dani Epstein in
the form of ‘heimishe bingo’, there was musical accompaniment
from Yissi Shadmi and delicious food catered by Ushi.

tour of the University of London Observatory in Mill Hill. Attendees

a BASMITZVAH GROUP

by Russell Grossman. This was followed by a falafel, pita and salads

In February the Basmitzvah group organised a ‘Rosh

supper in the shul hall for members to break the fast. The supper

Chodesh Special’ with great food and great entertainment.

was accompanied by Jewish music for all to enjoy.
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ranged in age from 5 to 85. The evening was thoroughly enjoyed
by all.

a PURIM
Purim was marked by the beautiful reading of the megillah

LESLIE'S 3Rd SHIvA IN BIRKENAu
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Licensees

Federation Synagogues

The following establishments are licensed by the Federation
Kashrus Board and are under the Supervision of the Beis Din of the
Federation of Synagogues

Constituent
Synagogues

020 8458 8788
94 Golders Green Rd
London NW11 9HB
www.soyo.co.uk

020 8458 3331
44 Ravenscroft Avenue
London
NW11 8AY
www.croftcourthotel.co.uk
info@croftcourthotel.co.uk

020 8953 5220
33-35 Shenley Rd, Borehamwood
Herts
WD6 1AE

RESTAURANT

020 8958 9087
60 Edgware Way, Edgware
Middlesex
HA8 8JS
www.kpizza.co.uk

020 8455 4455
100 Golders Green Rd
London
NW11 8HB
www.pizaza.com

020 8950 0747
23-25 High Rd, Bushey
Herts
WD23 1EE
www.thekanteen.com

020 8458 7708
020 8458 3331
www.starguest.com
info@startguest.com

The Kanteen Bakery
020 8950 0400
23 High Rd, Bushey
Herts
WD23 1EE

225 Golders Green Rd
London NW11 9ES
020 8209 0900
goldersgreen@shefamehadrin.co.uk

7 The Promenade, Edgwarebury Lane, Edgware
Middlesex HA8 7JZ
020 8958 5585
info@natjacobs.co.uk

All meat restaurants under KF Kosher supervision are Glatt Kosher.
All dairy restaurants under KF Kosher supervision are Cholov Yisroel.
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CATERER

D

RESTAURANT

m

RESTAURANT

020 8381 4080
98 Golders Green Rd
London NW11 8HB

21 Leicester Rd
Manchester M7 4AS
0161 792 6263
info@shefamehadrin.co.uk

01908 646787
www.gilbertskosherfoods.co.uk
norman@gilbertskosher.com

m

DELI / SHOP

RESTAURANT

RESTAURANT
RESTAURANT

m

020 8202 6845
119-121 Brent Street
London
NW4 2DX

49 Bury New Rd
Prestwich M25 9JY
0161 773 6900
info@shefamehadrin.co.uk

RESTAURANT

D

HOTEL

020 8905 4488
16-17 The Promenade, Hale Lane, Edgware
Middlesex
HA8 7JZ
www.thekitchen-restaurant.co.uk

BUTCHER

DELI / SHOP

020 8202 1795 | www.jennyscakes.net

020 8458 9483
8 Princes Parade, Golders Green
London
NW11 9PS

m

DELI / SHOP

D

DELI / SHOP

020 8203 7377
Unit 22, Brent Cross Shopping Centre
London
NW4 3FD
www.thekanteen.com

020 8958 6840
1 -2 The Promenade, Edgwarebury Lane,
Edgware, Middlesex HA8 7JZ
www.metsuyan.co.uk

DELI / SHOP

D

m

020 8958 7062
60 Edgware Way, Edgware
Middlesex
HA8 8JS
www.kgrill.co.uk

DELI / SHOP

020 8202 9911
53 Brent Street
London
NW4 2EA
www.pizaza.com

020 8203 4567
105 Brent Street, Hendon
London
NW4 2DX
www.beithamadras.co.uk

DELI / SHOP

m

RESTAURANT

020 8458 8088
134 Golders Green Rd
London NW11 8HB
www.metsuyan.co.uk

RESTAURANT

m

RESTAURANT

020 8952 2484
020 8381 1722
87/89 High Street, Edgware
Middlesex
HA8 7DB
www.avivrestaurant.com

DELI / SHOP

RESTAURANT

RESTAURANT

RESTAURANT

RESTAURANT

BEIS HAMEDRASH NISHMAS
YISROEL
4 Brent Green, Hendon, London NW4 2HA
RAV Rabbi D Tugendhaft
EMAIL mail@bhny.co.uk
WEB www.bhny.co.uk
D

D

CLAPTON FEDERATION
SYNAGOGUE
(Sha’are Shomayim)
(In association with Springfield Synagogue)
202 Upper Clapton Road, London E5 9DH
SECRETARY Mrs.J.Jacobs
TEL 020 8530 5816

CROYDON & DISTRICT
SYNAGOGUE

D

The Almonds, 5 Shirley Oaks Road, Croydon,
Surrey CR0 8YX
TEL 020 8662 0011
RAV Rabbi N Asmoucha
SECRETARY Mrs B Harris
TEL 020 8726 0179
EMAIL enquiries@croydonsynagogue.org.uk
WEB www.croydonsynagogue.org.uk

EAST LONDON CENTRAL
SYNAGOGUE
30/40 Nelson Street, London E1 2DE
TEL 020 7790 9809
RAV Rabbi Y Austin
SECRETARY J. Beninson
TEL 020 8529 8146

FINCHLEY CENTRAL SYNAGOGUE
The School House, Hendon Lane, Finchley,
London N3 1BD
TEL 020 8346 1892
RAV Rabbi Y. Hamer
SECRETARY Mrs P Wittner
TEL 020 8346 1892
WEB www.finchleyfed.com

HENDON BEIS HAMEDRASH
65 Watford Way, Hendon, London NW4 3AQ
TEL 020 8202 2263.
RAV Dayan Y.Y. Lichtenstein
CONTACT P.Burns
TEL 020 8203 7757

ILFORD FEDERATION SYNAGOGUE
2A Clarence Avenue, Ilford, Essex IG2 6JH
TEL 020 8554 5289
RAV Rabbi A. Chapper
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Mrs L. Klein
ilfordfedsynagogue@btconnect.com
WEB www.ilfordfeds.org
SECRETARY
EMAIL

KEHILLAS NETZACH YISROEL
Mowbray Road, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 8JL
TEL 07714 576 579
ADMINISTRATOR Ilana de Wolff
EMAIL kehillasnetzachyisroel@gmail.com
WEB www.netzach.org.uk

MACHZIKEI HADATH SYNAGOGUE
1-4 Highfield Road, London NW11 9LU
TEL 020 8455 9816
RAV Rabbi Ch.Z.Pearlman
SECRETARY Dina Grosskopf
EMAIL secretary@machzikehadath.com
WEB www.mhshul.org

NETZACH YISRAEL COMMUNITY
CENTRE
281 Golders Green Road, London NW11 9JJ
TEL 020 8455 7725
RAV Rabbi Doron Ahiel
EMAIL netzachisraeltrust@gmail.com

OHEL TORAH
132 Leicester Rd, Salford M7 0EA
RAV Rabbi Shlomo Zalman Hoff
TEL 0161-740 6678

OHR YERUSHALAYIM SYNAGOGUE
470 Bury New Road, Salford, M7 4NU
RAV Rabbi Berel Cohen
PRESIDENT & SECRETARY Avi Stern
TEL 07813 326 423
WEB www.ohryerushalayim.org.uk

OHR YISRAEL SYNAGOGUE
31/33 Theobold Street, Elstree,
Herts. WD6 4RN
RAV Rabbi R. Garson
SECRETARY Josephine Kay
TEL 020 8207 4702
EMAIL jo.kay999@btinternet.com
WEB www.ohr-yisrael.org.uk

SHOMREI HADATH SYNAGOGUE
64 Burrard Road, Hampstead,
London NW6 1DD
RAV Rabbi M Mayerfeld
SECRETARY Mrs P. Schotten
TEL 020 7435 6906.
WEB http://shomrei-hadath.com

SINAI SYNAGOGUE
54 Woodstock Avenue, London NW11 9RJ
RAV Rabbi B. Knopfler
SECRETARY Mr E. Cohen
TEL 020 8455 6876

YESHURUN SYNAGOGUE
Corner of Fernhurst Gardens and Stonegrove,
Edgware, Middlesex HA8 7PH
RAV Rabbi A. Lewis
ADMINISTRATOR Leonard Specterman
TEL 020 8952 5167
EMAIL admin@yeshurun.org
WEB www.yeshurun.org

Affiliated
Synagogues
AISH COMMUNITY
379 Hendon Way, London NW4 3LP
TEL 020 8457 4444
RAV Rabbi J. Roodyn
WEB http://aish.org.uk

CONGREGATION OF JACOB
SYNAGOGUE
351/355 Commercial Road, London E1 2PS
CONTACT Mr David Behr TEL:020 7790 2874
EMAIL info@congregationofjacob.org
WEB www.congregationofjacob.org

FINCHLEY ROAD SYNAGOGUE
(Sassov) 4 Helenslea Avenue,
London NW11 8ND
TEL 020 8455 4305
RAV Rabbi S. Freshwater

LEYTONSTONE & WANSTEAD
SYNAGOGUE
2 Fillebrook Road,London E11 4AT
SECRETARY Cllr. L. Braham
TEL 020 8989 0978

LOUGHTON SYNAGOGUE
Borders Lane, Loughton, Essex, IG 10 3HT
TEL 020 8508 0303
RAV Rabbi Z Portnoy
SECRETARY Mrs S. Weintraub
EMAIL admin@loughtonsynagogue.com
WEB http://loughtonsynagogue.com

SPRINGFIELD SYNAGOGUE
202 Upper Clapton Road, London E5 9DH
TEL 020 8806 2377
RAV Dayan I. Gukovitski
SECRETARY Mr R Conway
TEL 020 8806 3167

STAMFORD HILL BEIS
HAMEDRASH
50 Clapton Common, London E5 9AL
RAV Dayan D. Grynhaus
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Personals
Births
Mazal tov to the following on the
birth of a child

BHNY
Doniel and Elora Ormonde on the birth of a son
Mr & Mrs Shauli Adler on the birth of a son
Mr & Mrs Daniel Langer on the birth of a
daughter
Mr & Mrs JJ Braun on the birth of a daughter
Mr & Mrs Alon Blitz on the birth of a son
Mr & Mrs Daniel Nevies on the birth of a
daughter
Mr & Mrs Yidi Weisz-Levin on the birth of a
daughter
Mr & Mrs Benzi Margulies on the birth of a
daughter
Mr & Mrs Ephy Chevern on the birth of a son
Mr & Mrs Doron Birnbaum on the birth of a son
Mr & Mrs Elie Rashbass on the birth of a son

CROYdON
Doreen and Graham Cohen on the birth of a
granddaughter

FINCHLEY
Louise & Harold Greenberg on the birth of a
grandson
Louise & Harold Greenberg on the birth of a
grandaughter
Blau family on the birth of four grandchildren
Karen & Rafi Moss on the birth of a son
Lisa & Jonny Taub on the birth of a son

HEAd OFFICE
Rabbi and Mrs Josh Bennett on the birth of a
daughter
Rebbetzin Z Berkovits on the birth of two
grandsons
Dayan and Mrs Y Y Lichtenstein on the birth
of a grandson
Dayand Mrs M D Elzas on the birth of a grandson
to Rabbi and Mrs Yechiel Elzas

ILFORd
Ruti and Nachson Roche on the birth of a
granddaughter

MACHzIKE HAdATH
Rabbi & Mrs CZ Pearlman on the birth of a
grandson
Dr & Mrs S Rosen on the birth of a grandson, a
son for Josh and Adina Rosen
Mr & Mrs J Wosner on the birth of a
granddaughter
Mrs S Fishman on the birth of a great-grandson
Edwin and Tzippi Chomer on the birth of a
daughter
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OHR YERuSHALAYIM
Mr & Mrs Adrian Rodrigues-Pereira on the birth
of a son, Motti
Rabbi & Mrs Benji Silverstone on the birth of a
daughter, Batsheva Esther Bryna
Mr & Mrs Yoni Gatoff on the birth of a son
Dr and Mrs Shawn Sacks on the birth of a
daughter
Dr & Mrs Howard Sacho on the birth of a
grandson to Mr & Mrs Refoel Sacho
Dr & Mrs Grant Pakter on the birth of a son
Mr & Mrs Oshi Wilks on the birth of a son, Akiva.
Also to grandparents, Dr & Mrs Michael Wilks
Dr & Mrs Michael Wilks on the birth of a
granddaughter, born to Rabbi & Mrs Avrohom
Zeidman
Mr & Mrs Michoel Issler on the birth of a
daughter, Zehava Brocho. Also to grandparents,
Mr & Mrs David Issler
Mr & Mrs Leo Stern on the birth of a grandson
to Mr & Mrs Mychiel Balshine
Mr & Mrs Mike Krebs on the birth of a son
Mr & Mrs Lenny Horwitz on the birth of a
grandson to Mr & Mrs Nachum Kabalkin
Judge & Mrs Elliot Knopf on the birth of a
grandson to Rabbi & Mrs Anthony Knopf
Mr & Mrs Robert Berman on the birth of a
granddaughter to Mr & Mrs David Booth
Rabbi & Rebbetzen Cohen on the birth of a
great-grandson to Mr & Mrs Kopolovitch
Mr & Mrs Meir Possenheimer on the birth
of a granddaughter to Mr and Mrs Danny
Possenheimer
Mr & Mrs Stephen Weider on the birth of a
granddaughter born to Mr & Mrs Moishe Weider
Mr & Mrs Michael Brandeis on the birth of a
great-granddaughter born to Mr & Mrs Moishe
Weider
Mr & Mrs Ari Scherer on the birth of a daughter,
Michal
Dr and Mrs Leon Bernstein on the birth of a
granddaughter to Mr and Mrs Menachem Sher
Mr & Mrs Charles Bursk on the birth of a son,
Shalom Yitzchok
Mr & Mrs Yehuda Issler on the birth of a son
Mr & Mrs Stephen Weider on the birth of a
grandson, to Mr & Mrs Binny Berlin
Mr & Mrs Yehuda Burland on the birth of a
daughter
Mr & Mrs Lance Bookatz on the birth of a son
Mr and Mrs Motti Gershon & Mr and Mrs Leo
Stern on the birth of a grandson to Mr and Mrs
Chaim Gershon
Mr and Mrs Leo Stern on the birth of
granddaughter to Mr and Mrs Gavriel Stern
Mr and Mrs Mark Cohen on the birth of a son,
Jake

Mr and Mrs Malcolm Fagleman on the birth
of a grandson, born to Mr & Mrs Nechemia
Fagleman
Mr & Mrs Josh Shields on the birth of a son and
to grandparents Mr & Mrs Sidney Shields
Mr & Mrs Joseph Rosenhead on the birth of a
son
Mr & Mrs Laurence Ross on the birth of a
grandson
Mr & Mrs Sammy Morhaim on the birth of a
daughter, Elisheva Esther

Mr and Mrs Jack Goodman on the birth of a
grandson to Rabbi and Mrs Yaakov Goodman
Mr and Mrs Lezer Bloch on the birth of a
grandson to Rabbi and Mrs Ephraim Bloch
Mr and Mrs Bobby Hill on the birth of a
granddaughter to Mr and Mrs Jeremy Hill

YESHuRuN

Mr & Mrs Daniel Harris on the barmitzvah of
their son, Avi.

Mr & Mrs Colin Rich on the birth of a daughter,
Talya

Mr & Mrs Susan & Roger Gibbons on the birth
of a grandson, son to Sara and Adam

Mr and Mrs Naphtali Stamler on the birth of
a son

Mr & Mrs J Gitlin on the birth of a greatgrandson, a son to Michal and Naphtali

Mr and Mrs Malcolm Fagelman on the birth of a
granddaughter to Mr and Mrs Natan Fagelman

Mrs J Chesler on the birth of a grandson, a son
to Rabbi Michael and Sharon Laitner

Mr & Mrs Jeff Horwich on the birth of a
granddaughter, Shifra Bayla, to Mr & Mrs D Pick

Mrs H Littlestone on the birth of a greatgranddaughter, a daughter to Shoshi and Shua

OHR YISRAEL

OHR YERuSHALAYIM
Rabbi & Rebbetzen Cohen on the barmitzvah
of their grandson, son of Rabbi and Mrs Rubin
of Glasgow

Mr & Mrs Evelyn & Sydney Sunshine on the
birth of a grandson, a son to Shelley and Daniel
Sunshine

Mr & Mrs Jonny Berkowitz on the birth of a
grandson, Mr & Mrs Aharon Kahn

Rabbi & Mrs S Gittelmon on the barmitzvah of
their grandson

Mr and Mrs Danny Rotenberg on the birth of a
grandson to Mr and Mrs Avi Moher

Mr & Mrs Simon Wanderer on the birth of a
daughter, Elisheva

Mr & Mrs Stephen Weider and Mr & Mrs Meir
Possenheimer on the birth of a grandson, Mr &
Mrs Yoni Possenheimer

MACHzIKE HAdATH

Bar and Bat
Mizvah
Mazal tov to the following

Dr & Mrs Michael Wilks on the barmitzvah of
their grandson, Meir Tzvi
Rabbi & Mrs Yosef Yitzchok Chalomish on the
barmitzvah of their son Shayelle
Mr & Mrs Mark Duman on the barmitzvah of
their son, Yonah
Rabbi & Mrs Benji Silverstone on the barmitzvah
of their son, Zevi
Mr & Mrs Michael Freedman on the barmitzvah
of their son, Avi
Mr and Mrs Shloime Guttentag on the
basmitzvah of their twin daughters, Yaffa and
Tova
Mr & Mrs Mark Jacobson on the basmitzvah of
their daughter, Malka

OHR YISRAEL

BHNY

David & Jo Turschwell on the barmitzvah of
their son Adam

Mr & Mrs Leib Roberts on the barmitzvah of
their son Avi

Lloyd & Natalie Chapper on the barmitzvah of
their son Dylan

Matt and Jolene Cappin on the birth of a son

CROYdON

Anthony & Fiona Brooks on the barmitzvah of
their son David

SINAI

Jake, Anthony and Melanie Bond, Barry and
Doreen Bond and Shelly Nason on Jake’s
barmitzvah

Harold and Shona Bergson on the birth of a
daughter
Leo and Katherine Brownstein on the birth of
a daughter

Rabbi and Mrs Danny Kirsch on the birth of a
granddaughter to to Mr and Mrs Avromi Lichtig
Mr and Mrs Yosef Meshulam Englard on the
birth of a grandson to Mr and Mrs Mordechai
Silbiger

FINCHLEY

Mr and Mrs Yaakov Krawczynski on the birth of
a grandson to Mr and Mrs Yisroel Krawczynski

Candice & Stuart Levy on the batmitzvah of their
daughter Noa

Mr and Mrs Noson Iwanier on the birth of a
granddaughter to Mr and Mrs Shmuli Iwanier
Mr and Mrs Ralph Klajn on the birth of a
granddaughter to Mr and Mrs Yonni Klajn
Mr and Mrs David Wilner on the birth of a
grandson to Mr and Mrs Yossi Wilner
Dr and Mrs Yossi Adler on the birth of a
grandson to Mr and Mrs Meir Frommer
Mr and Mrs Moshe Grun on the birth of a
granddaughter to Mr and Mrs Eliyohu Grun

Deborah & Gideon Kay on the batmitzvah of
their daughter Anushka

Viv & Dan Green on the batmitzvah of their
daughter Shiri
Sam & Peter Arbeid on the batmitzvah of their
daughter Leah
Rabbi & Rebbetzin on the batmitzvah of their
daughter Leah
Louise & Graham Silas on the batmitzvah of
their daughter Liora

HEAd OFFICE

Mr and Mrs Leiby Levison on the birth of a
grandson to Mr and Mrs Yossi Levison

Dayan and Mrs Y Y Lichtenstein on the
barmitzvah of a grandson

Rabbi and Mrs Shlomo Klor on the birth of a
grandson to Mr and Mrs Avromi Klor

HENdON BETH HAMEdRASH

Mr and Mrs Richard Steinhart on the birth of a
grandson to Mr and Mrs Eliezer Steinhart

Andrew and Juliet Silver on the barmitzvah of
their son Dan

Mr and Mrs Julian Stern on the birth of a
grandson to Mr and Mrs Reuven Teller
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Gary & Dina Myers on the batmitzvah of their
daughter Sophie

Rabbi and Mrs Avi Hill on the engagement of
Yitzy to Faigy Schwinger of Manchester

ILFORd
Barbara and Maxim Segal on the engagement of
their daughter Philipa to Nadji Kahtan

MACHzIKE HAdATH
Mr & Mrs Y Tyberg on the engagement of their
daughter Channa
Dr & Mrs S Rosen on the engagementof their
son Gavriel to Ruchama Amiel
Mr & Mrs G Blachman on the engagement of
their granddaughter
Rabbi & Mrs CZ Pearlman on the engagement
of their granddaughter Nechama Pearlman to
Shimi Halberstadt

OHR YISRAEL
Eleanor Coren on the engagement of her
daughter

SINAI
Mr and Mrs Ralph Klajn on the engagement of
Rivka to Mr Yisroel Meir Halter

YESHuRuN
Mr & Mrs Zoe & Peter Goodman on the
engagement of Adam to Ashley Warner
Mr & Mrs Debra & Robert Eisner on the
engagement of Natasha to Joseph Harris
Mr & Mrs Jennifer & Ellis Paul on the
engagement of Benjamin to Sivan
Mr & Mrs Andrea & Michael Bentley on the
engagement of Simon to Tova

Rabbi Garson & Deborah on the batmitzvah of
their daughter Miri

Weddings

SINAI

Mazal tov to the following

Mr and Mrs Moshe Grun on the barmitzvah of
Yitzchok

BHNY

YESHuRuN
Chazan Michael & Hayley Simon on the
barmitzvah of their son Melech
Mr & Mrs S Resnick on the barmitzvah of their
son Benjamin
Mr & Mrs C Dworkin on the barmitzvah of their
son Asaph

Engagements
Mazal tov to the following

BHNY
Mr & Mrs Zalmi Unsdorfer on the engagement
of their son Josh to Lydia Halfon
Mr & Mrs Robert Nevies on the engagement of
their daughter Sarah to Brendan Stern

Yitzi Grunhut on his marriage to Shani Schreiber
Mr & Mrs Moishe Gertner on the marriage of
their son Netanel to Tamara Perlstein
Rabbi & Mrs Avi Hill on the marriage of their
daughter Brochi to Aryeh Black

ILFORd
Sylvia and David De La Fuente on the marriage
of their daughter Simone
Josie and David Simons on the marriage of their
son Daniel to Hannah Levy
Norma and Melvyn Weinberg on the marriage
of their son Jonathan (Yitzhok) to Leah

MACHzIKE HAdATH
Rabbi & Mrs Newman on the marriage of their
son Uri
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Personals
OHR YERuSHALAYIM

MACHzIKE HAdATH

HEAd OFFICE

Mr & Mrs Henry Brownson on the marriage of
their son Yos to Daniella Garson

Graham Calvert on his 60th birthday

Family of Rebbetzin Herman on her loss

Dr Danny Dresner on his wedding to Reuvena
Frankel
Ashy Rubin on his wedding to Jordanna Jacobs
Mr & Mrs Michael Freedman on the marriage of
their daughter Debbie to Avrohom Moishe Begal
Mr & Mrs Malcolm Fagelman on the marriage
of their daughter, Ruchama Lea to Dudi Gabai

Doris Lanzkron on her special birthday

OHR YERuSHALAYIM
Mrs J Fletcher on the occasion of her 90th
birthday

YESHuRuN

ILFORd
Ruth Paris on the loss of her father
The family of Gloria Dorne on her loss
Nigel and Simon Stern on the loss of their
mother

Leonard Lowy on his 60th birthday

Alan Nathanson and family on the loss of his
father

Mr & Mrs Moishe Wacks on the marriage of
their daughter, Shaina to Aharon Michaels

Chover Leon Topol on his 80th birthday

Frances Garfield on the loss of her mother

Ellis Paul on his 85th birthday

Leslie Temple on the loss of his son

Mr & Mrs Dan Smith on the marriage of their
daughter, Dalia to A.Y. Nemetsky

Mrs.J Sheer on her 85th birthday

Melvyn Bloomfield on the loss of his mother

Mrs M Winston on her 90th birthday

Dr & Mrs Michael Wilks on the marriage of their
daughter, Shulamit to Chaim Lichtenstein

The family of Beattie Van Cliffe on her loss

Mrs G Smith on her 95th birthday

OHR YISRAEL
Martin & Ros Landau on the wedding of their
son Gavriel to Lauren Daly

SINAI
Mr and Mrs Yitzi Scharfer on the marriage of
Aron Yosef to Miss Shoshana Salzman
Mr and Mrs Ronnie Moore on the marriage of
Refuel to Miss Ruchi Newman
Mr and Mrs Mendy Itzinger on the marriage of
Miri to Mr Yehudah Heiman
Mr and Mrs Zalman Hoff on the marriage of
Akiva to Miss Esther Notis
Mr and Mrs Jonathan Reid on the marriage of
Dovid to Miss Liora Freedman

YESHuRuN
Mrs H Chesler on the marriage of Daniel to
Shifra Rosenblatt.
Mr & Mrs Laurence & Amanda Nesbitt on the
marriage of their son Jonathan
Mr & Mrs Michael & Susie Cohen on the
marriage of son Jonathan to Hannah Cohen
Mr & Mrs Richard & Yehidut Gordon on the
marriage of their son Shau’li
Mr & Mrs C Simons on the marriage of their
daughter Emma to Jason Margolin
Mr & Mrs D Hersh on the marriage of their
daughter Tova to David
Mr and Mrs Simon and Linda Lewis on the
marriage of Jemma to Alex Levy

Mrs S Newman on her 95th birthday

Special Occasions
Mazal tov to the following

HENdON BETH HAMEdRASH
Richard Verber on his election as Vice-President
of the Board of Deputies

FINCHLEY

Lilian Flatto on her 85th birthday

Mrs Rachel Stern on the petira of her mother,
Rebbetzen Herman o”h
Mrs Vera Issler on the petirah of her mother,
Mrs E. Kind o”h

SINAI

OHR YISRAEL
Becky Hilsenrath on the loss of her mother
Susan Loewe

Margaret and Cyril Blake on their silver wedding
anniversary

Mrs Rebecca Baddiel on the passing of her
mother Mrs C Vernick

Darren Friedman on winning the longest walk to
shul award! 280 miles in total this year!

YESHuRuN

Stephen and Valerie Gilmore on their 55th
wedding anniversary
Ronnie and Emma Phillips on their 25th
wedding anniversary

Condolences
We offer condolences to

BHNY
FINCHLEY

Sonya Brett on her 85th birthday

Mrs Marilyn Sacho on the petira of her father
in South Africa

OHR YISRAEL

CROYdON
Gloria Berlin on her 70th birthday

Mr Charles Bursk on the petira of his mother,
Mrs Rhona Bursk o”h

Mr Michael Freedman on the petirah of his
father, Mr Elye Friedman o”h

Mrs B Netzer on the petirah of her father,
R’Mendy Bude z”l

Barry Bond on his 80th birthday

Mrs Petra Rodrigues-Pereira on the petira of her
father, Mr Mark Goldstone o”h

Mazal tov to Barbara Needleman and Ian
Needleman on the achievement of their
granddaughter and niece Ilana Spilka, in
obtaining a First Class degree with Honours
in Media and Communications at Nottingham
Trent University.

Special Birthdays
Julian Lee on his 60th birthday

OHR YERuSHALAYIM

The family of Mrs Freda Glass on her loss
Mrs Karen Dworkin on the loss of her father
Reginald Lindall
The family of Mr Michael Leaver on his loss
Mr Roger Gibbons on the loss of his father
Michael Gibbons
Mr Fligg & Mrs Bocarro on the loss of their
mother Esther
Mrs Linda Lewis on the loss of her mother Betty
Mrs A Rosen on the loss of her brother Kenny

Melvyn Whyte on the loss of his wife
Barry Saipe on the loss of his sister
Norma Saipe on the loss of her brother
Rosie Kutner on the loss of her mother
Ruth Renton on the loss of her mother

Len Tabizel on his 90th birthday
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